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Part I: Beginnings

Chapter 1: What a circle it is!

‘farmers, dairymen, carpenters … 
Underwood, Shabbington and Wing’: 
Judy Slinn, Ashurst Morris Crisp: A Radical 
Firm, (London: Granta Editions, 1997), p. 2.

‘to the portrait of the well-known judge 
of that name’: Emilie A Venturi, 
William Henry Ashurst: A Brief 
Record of His Life (privately printed, 
n.d.), p. 1; available at http://reader.
library.cornell.edu/docviewer/
digital?id=may875001#mode/2up.

‘his education, apprenticeship, and 
establishment in business were 
mysteriously provided for’: Venturi, p. 1.

‘received no better instruction … recognized 
as a member of a great family’: 
Venturi, p. 1.

‘barely more than a boy’: Venturi, p. 1.
‘a society of Anglican … endowed in the 

seventeenth century’: Slinn, p. 7.
‘by writing for the press … and engrossing 

legal documents’: Venturi, p. 2.
‘did a large wholesale … premises in 

Aldermanbury’: Slinn, p. 18.
‘every step that his … devise to obstruct 

Williams’ action’: Richard Gatty, Portrait 
of a Merchant Prince: James Morrison 
1789–1858, (Northallerton: privately 
printed, 1977), p. 68.

‘This house pays … Bill becomes law’: 
Slinn, p. 17.

‘The night mail-coach … straight for 
Pilgrim’s house’; ‘but a last-ditch attempt 

… was comfortably elected’: Gatty, 
pp. 133–44.

‘the bills required careful … right date and 
paid up’: Slinn, p. 12.

‘Not untypical among the … the balance in 
due course” ’: Slinn, p. 12.

‘“Messrs Ashurst & Green are … failed to 
pay up in time’: Slinn, p. 12.

‘My father, in fact … reading them through’: 
Walter Morrison, quoted in Slinn, p. 12.

‘well-knit frame … broad brow, frank … firm, 
resolute mouth’; ‘a man to be relied upon 
in trouble’: Jessie Witt Mario, quoted 
in EF Richards (ed.), Mazzini’s Letters to 
an English Family 1844–1854 (London & 
New York: John Lane, 1920), p. 20.

‘the two sentences rendered necessary by the 
[Marriage] Act’: Clara Yeo, ‘The Muswell 
Hill Brigade’, in First Women: Stories of 
Women at Ashurst (London: Ashurst, 
2019), p. 9.

‘What chance I should … offered me a seat in 
his office’: John Morris, quoted in Slinn, 
p. 38.

‘In 1845 Mr Ashurst … to do something more 
for me’: John Morris, quoted in Slinn,  
p. 38.

‘When I was but … It set me thinking’: William 
Henry Ashurst, quoted in Venturi, pp. 11–12.

‘to annihilate slavery … rights of one half of 
creation?’: William Henry Ashurst, quoted 
in Clara Yeo, ‘The Ashursts against slavery’, 
in First Women, p. 15.

‘upon the woman question … importance 
to the slavery question’: William Henry 
Ashurst, letter to William Lloyd Garrison 
dated 30 June 1840, quoted in Louis 
Ruchames (ed.), The Letters of William 
Lloyd Garrison: A House Divided Against 
Itself, vol. 2 (Cambridge: Belknap Press 
of Harvard University Press, 1971),  
p. 659.

‘to take active part … and business 
arrangements’: William Henry Ashurst 
(‘Edward Search’), letter to the editor, 
The Liberator, 14 July 1843, p. 3; http://
fair-use.org/the-liberator/1843/07/14/
the-liberator-13-28.pdf.

‘the habit of independent thought and 
action’: Yeo, ‘The Muswell Hill Brigade’, 
p. 9.

‘to callings which would … play them an 
evil trick’: Claire Fourel & Alicia Wells, 

‘A founder’s firm: Gender rights, pro bono 
and the radical legacy of William Ashurst’, 
in First Women, p. 26.

‘to play a part in … were known—the Muswell 
Hill Brigade’: Slinn, p. 26.

‘Independence—financial, intellectual … 
political engagement expected’: Josie 
Oliver, ‘Votes for women’, in First Women, 
p. 11.

‘roused to white heat’: Caroline Ashurst Biggs, 
quoted in Clara Yeo, ‘The Ashursts against 
slavery’, p. 15.

‘If women respect themselves … their political 
building’: Caroline Ashurst Biggs, quoted 
in Oliver, ‘Votes for women’, p. 11.

‘was something of a … by the glamorous 
foreigner’: Ellen Arnison, ‘Friends of 
Italy’, in First Women, p. 16.

‘He stays constantly in a … too strictly what a 
circle it is!’: Thomas Carlyle, letter to John  
A Carlyle dated 13 June 1853, The Carlyle  
Letters Online: https://carlyleletters.
dukeupress.edu/volume/28/
lt-18530613-TC-JAC-01.

‘When the People’s International … members 
of the League’s Council’: Slinn, p. 31.

‘to be a letter … assassination of Napoleon III’: 
Yeo, ‘The Muswell Hill Brigade’, p. 9.

‘I cherish for Mr Ashurst … perception of truth 
quick and steady’: William Lloyd Garrison, 
letter to MW Chapman dated July 1848, 
in Walter M Merrill (ed.), The Letters of 
William Lloyd Garrison: No Union with the 
Slaveholders, vol. 3 (Cambridge: Belknap 

Press of Harvard University Press, 1973), 
p. 568.

‘a promised land’; ‘great republic’; ‘was the 
cherished ideal of his life’: Venturi, p. 3.

‘the green pastures of the law’: John Morris, 
quoted in Slinn, p. 48.

‘impudent’: William Henry Ashurst, quoted 
in Slinn, p. 40.

‘our widely honoured and … home 
and throughout the world’: The 
Liberator, 18 January 1856, p. 2; http://
fair-use.org/the-liberator/1856/01/18/
the-liberator-26-03.pdf.

‘administered by his two … all his children 
and their families’: Slinn, p. 42.

‘a special letter of thanks for our part in it’: 
John Morris, quoted in Slinn, p. 53.

‘the most busy period of my professional life’: 
John Morris, quoted in Slinn, p. 54.

Chapter 2: The most eminent 
legal firm in Europe

‘as high-minded a man as Mr Ashurst 
himself’; ‘He is a great Lawyer; possibly …  
London to get you out of it’: Walter 
Morrison, quoted in Judy Slinn, Ashurst 
Morris Crisp: A Radical Firm (London: 
Granta Editions, 1997), p. 48.

‘his uncle, Mr Charles Childs … examinations 
in the first class’: John Morris, quoted in 
Slinn, p. 62.

‘Great as John Morris was … soon became the 
firm’: Henry Osborne O’Hagan, Leaves 
from My Life, vol. 2 (London: John Lane, 
1929), p. 460.

‘and the new Limited Liability law developed 
together’: Vanity Fair, 31 May 1890.

‘a printing-press on … do so had been 
received’: Edward Bell, These Meddlesome 
Attorneys (London: M Secker, 1939), p. 189.

‘tall, dark, austere and handsome’: Marguerite 
Steen, A Pride of Terrys (London: Longman, 
1962), p. 152.

‘In WS Gilbert’s dainty fairy … sisters 
appeared on the stage together’: T Edgar 
Pemberton, Ellen Terry and Her Sisters 
(London: C Arthur Pearson, 1902), p. 206.

‘I have great hopes that … in and help you 
by and by’: John Morris, quoted in Slinn, 
pp. 83–4.

‘He was of a genial … of the Law Debenture 
Corporation’: ‘Edward Ashurst Morris’, 
Financial Times, 20 December 1890.

‘He was not only … no little administrative 
ability’: Solicitors’ Journal, 49 (25 March 
1905), p. 357.

‘In 1891 I carried through … notably at 
Piccadilly Circus’: William Morris, quoted 
in Slinn, pp. 118–19.

Source notes
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‘In 1894 I acted … Bucharest, Bombay and 
Brisbane’: William Morris, quoted in Slinn, 
p. 120.

‘to explore the possibilities of a flotation’; 
‘a very difficult man’; ‘I think we will …  
save that money’: O’Hagan, vol. 1, 
pp. 397–400.

‘the most eminent legal firm in Europe’: 
Financial News, 2 November 1887.

‘the leading authority … changed the whole 
atmosphere’: Henry Osborne O’Hagan, 
quoted in Slinn, p. 101.

‘Visitors were invited to view … very 
un-gnome-like fashion’: Slinn,  
pp. 125–6.

‘unrivalled knowledge’; ‘his sound grasp … 
quick-witted sound advice’: ‘A friend of 
40 years’ standing: Sir Frank Crisp’, The 
Times, 5 May 1919.

‘was known to his clients … “I am inclined to 
the opinion”’: O’Hagan, vol. 2, p. 461.

‘conduct of business at company … be seen 
to be appreciated’: Financial Times, 1 May 
1919, p. 4.

‘never seemed in a hurry … adjutant hastened 
to his side’: Bell, pp. 188–9.

‘a formidable-looking man … in a Galsworthy 
novel’: Sir John Gielgud, letter to Judy 
Slinn dated 1995, quoted in Slinn, p. 136.

‘William junior was allowed … after he 
married in 1846’: Slinn, p. 36.

‘Almost year by year … refused a still larger 
interest’: O’Hagan, vol. 2, pp. 460–1.

Chapter 3: Melbourne’s  
oldest firm

‘Ross and Boyd remained … George Rodger 
of Konawarren’: RVB & ASK, ‘Pastoral 
Pioneers’, The Australasian, 15 February 
1936, p. 4.

‘for the importation of pure rams’: Geelong 
Advertiser, 16 July 1850, p. 2.

‘under the style or firm of Ross & Clarke’: 
The Argus, 12 July 1858, p. 8.

‘Arriving in Melbourne in 1860 … loose 
into paddocks’: Pastoral Review, 
16 September 1922, p. 709; https://
oa.anu.edu.au/uploads/obituaries/116/
blake_henry_obit_1922.pdf.

‘in favour of Mr Blake, … discharge all its 
liabilities’: The Argus, 17 October 1874,  
p. 10.

‘He will be remembered … firm of Blake & 
Riggall’: Launceston Examiner, 16 July 
1891, p. 2.

‘I, William Riggall … of the said Supreme 
Court’: The Age, 6 September 1869,  
p. 1.

‘Madam, As solicitors for … Yours truly, Blake  
& Riggall’: The Argus, 5 November 1875,  
p. 6.

‘of the duty upon certain gloves and scarfs’: 
The Argus, 19 August 1876, p. 5.

‘Valuable collection of … his departure for 
Europe’: The Argus, 19 January 1889, p. 3.

‘Superior and Elegant Furniture, Horses, 
Carriages’: The Argus, 19 January 1889,  
p. 3.

‘A small collection … by Mr AP Blake’: The Argus, 
5 February 1889, p. 5.

‘on account of failing health’: The Age, 23 July, 
1917, p. 9.

‘a good, kindly man’; ‘an ideal combination of 
sagacity and long experience’: The Herald, 
16 November 1922, p. 6.

‘He was the acknowledged … the minds of his 
clients’: The Argus, 17 November 1922,  
p. 8.

‘For his impartiality … the balance to his 
business’: The Mail, 24 August 1935,  
p. 1.

‘He was the true … not a betting man’: Truth, 
25 August 1935, p. 21.

‘Allen Stewart I think … the firm at the age 
of ninety-two!’: John Field, interview 
14 December 2020.

‘The bank was so impressed … of the bank’s 
subsequent legal work’: ‘Alexander Allen 
Stewart: The lawyer’s lawyer’, The Herald 
Sun, 23 March 1998, p. 76.

‘lawyer’s lawyer’: ‘Alexander Allen Stewart: 
The lawyer’s lawyer’, The Herald Sun, 
23 March 1998, p. 76.

‘whose knowledge and grasp of technical 
areas never failed to impress his 
colleagues. His legal drafts were 
considered to be work of a gifted and 
elegant legal mind’: ‘Alexander Allen 
Stewart: The lawyer’s lawyer’, The Herald 
Sun, 23 March 1998, p. 76.

‘He attended the office regularly, still 
travelling by train, … area of law than you 
or I will ever know”’: John Field, interview 
14 December 2020.

Chapter 4: Our  
professional team

‘This intention was frustrated … for a period 
of two years’: The Cyclopedia of New 
South Wales (Sydney: McCarron, Stewart 
& Co., 1909), p. 326.

‘with the understanding … credit of the city 
funds’: Henry Daniels, Town Clerk of the 
Municipal Council of Sydney, letter to 
George Waldron dated 24 October 1893, 
quoted in DG Barr, Travinto Performances: 
A History of Dawson Waldron, Sydney, 
1891–1981 (n.p., n.d.), p. 3.

‘soon made many … could not be avoided’: 
Nepean Times, 28 October 1893, p. 3.

‘a sudden apoplectic seizure’: Sydney Morning 
Herald, 10 November 1898, p. 4.

‘Firm Name: “Dawson Waldron … Arthur 
Charles Glover’: Barr, p. 8.

‘He was engaged … Partner of the firm’: 
Patrick Kenny, quoted in Barr, p. 7.

‘He left a very … and as a man’: Bernard 
Watkins, quoted in Barr, p. 7.

‘but had virtually … the office occasionally’: 
Barr, p. 10.

‘He used to worry … right out of professional 
life’: Barr, p. 11.

‘particularly in regard … the legal profession’: 
Barr, p. 11.

‘where he sustained … came against him’: 
FS Boyce, quoted in Barr, p. 12.

‘Mr Waldron … possesses an … Council some 
two years ago’: RD Meagher, quoted in 
Barr, p. 17.

‘a very fine all … wonderful analytical brain’: 
Bernard Watkins, quoted in Barr, p. 18.

‘the reason being that … without any trouble’: 
Bernard Watkins, quoted in Barr,  
pp. 20–1.

‘knowing that the case … for him to prepare’: 
Bernard Watkins, quoted in Barr, p. 22.

‘[he] was a man for … not only as a lawyer’: 
Bernard Watkins, quoted in Barr,  
p. 23.

‘TWN’s method of operating … so also was 
the clerk’: Barr, pp. 26–7.

‘remarkable instinct for danger areas’; ‘Time 
and time again … room for that purpose’: 
Barr, p. 27.

‘In some respects that … similarly hanging 
up forthwith’: Barr, p. 27.

‘main involvement was … was in commercial 
law’: Barr, p. 36.

‘He nevertheless did a … always safe and 
adequate’: Barr, p. 36.

Chapter 5: Without a  
stain upon his character

‘Waldron seemed destined to follow 
embezzlements’: DG Barr, Travinto 
Performances: A History of Dawson 
Waldron, Sydney, 1891–1981 (n.p., n.d.),  
p. 3.

‘to apply an … nature to Mr Atkinson’; 
‘A struggle ensued … penalty of five 
shillings’: Port Phillip Patriot and 
Melbourne Advertiser, 6 June 1842, p. 2.

‘by mutual consent’: Port Phillip Patriot and 
Melbourne Advertiser, 1 December 1842, 
p. 3.

‘Owing to some unhappy … pistol-shot in 
the shoulder’: Melbourne Weekly Courier, 
14 September 1844, p. 2.

‘murderous attack’: Port Phillip Gazette, 
25 September 1844, p. 1.

‘the destroyer of his peace’: Maitland Mercury 
and Hunter River General Advertiser, 
16 November 1844, p. 4.
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‘There was much … pistols from the 
defendant’: Port Phillip Gazette and 
Settler’s Journal, 3 January 1846, p. 2.

‘provoked in an unusual degree’: Port Phillip 
Gazette and Settler’s Journal, 3 January 
1846, p. 2.

‘The ship was found … had taken to the boats’: 
Augustus FA Greeves, letter to the editor, 
The Argus, 12 March 1863, p. 5.

‘English girls’; ‘Maria’ and ‘Kitty’; ‘a distance 
easily to be made by boats’: The Argus, 
12 March 1863, p. 5.

‘but this was conjecture … these girls’ 
apparent birth’: Greeves, letter to the 
editor.

‘much of which was ironical’; ‘a new American 
axe’: The Herald, 10 April 1876, p. 4.

‘Will you open … retiring from active service’: 
The Herald, 10 April 1876, p. 4.

‘tall and strong young man’; ‘Lumps and 
splinters … off the door’: The Herald, 
10 April 1876, p. 4.

‘Mr Guthrie … swarmed up … forced 
Mr Guthrie “down and out”’: The Herald, 
10 April 1876, p. 4.

‘amidst a shower of glass’: The Herald, 10 April 
1876, p. 4.

‘The extraordinary fracas … the action of the 
authorities’: The Argus, 11 April 1876, p. 6.

‘recent detention’: Colac Herald, 7 July 1876, 
p. 2.

‘On the passage from Calcutta … believe, 
rested there’: Mount Alexander News, 
30 June 1864, p. 2.

‘feloniously taken … certain moneys’: The Age, 
17 October 1856, p. 5.

‘It was his duty to … which were wrongly 
entered’: The Age, 17 October 1856, p. 5.

‘meaning thereby that … with a guilty 
knowledge’: The Age, 18 October 1856,  
p. 7.

‘I was tried several … soon afterwards 
dissolved’: Henry Young, quoted in The 
Age, 5 April 1867, p. 7.

‘of a very unseemly character’: The Star, 
28 November 1859, p. 2.

‘Mr Barton appeared … supposed to be most 
sensitive’: The Star, 28 November 1859, p. 2.

‘The Bench thought that … the prisoner for 
trial’: The Argus, 3 June 1880, p. 10.

‘of respectable appearance’: The Age, 18 June 
1880, p. 3.

‘His Honour said that … was placed in the 
dock’: The Herald, 16 June 1880, p. 2.

Chapter 6:  A typical solicitor

‘there was a range … of Melbourne business’: 
John Field, interview 14 December 2020.

‘address from the solicitors’: Sydney Morning 
Herald, 4 August 1851, p. 2.

‘Of legal businesses … is essentially the same’: 
The Argus, 9 August 1932, p. 6.

‘Blake & Riggall was … other Protestants on 
board’: Geoff Hone, interview 4 February 
2021.

‘to prevent the … Republic in Australia’: 
The Tribune, 24 April 1948, p. 3.

‘played pennant golf … cricket, tennis, 
and skiing’: Service, February 1952, 26 
(New Series), pp. 3, 5–6.

‘a big man [and] quite … John Wayne and 
Gary Cooper’: Service, February 1952, 26 
(New Series), pp. 3, 5–6.

‘one of the prominent … in London, in 1878’: 
Table Talk, 25 August 1927, p. 13.

‘It was only fair … on his training’: The Age, 
16 May 1901, p. 5.

‘Portsea is Popular,’; ‘Mr and Mrs LKS 
Mackinnon … seaside house, “Kilmarie”’: 
The Herald, 12 January 1922, p. 10.

‘the principal figure out of a possible Conrad 
novel’: Richard Haese, ‘Reed, John Harford 
(1901–1981)’, Australian Dictionary of 
Biography, National Centre of Biography, 
Australian National University, https://
adb.anu.edu.au/biography/reed-john-
harford-14394/text25467, published first 
in hardcopy 2012.

‘Any nostalgia for … in exporting in Malaya’: 
Lesley Harding & Kendrah Morgan, 
Modern Love: The Lives of John and Sunday 
Reed (Carlton, Vic.: The Miegunyah Press/
Heide Museum of Modern Art/State 
Library of Victoria, 2017), p. 33.

‘Henry paid the company … salary at the time’: 
Harding & Morgan, p. 34.

‘with a pink and silver … kissing the royal 
hand’: Harding & Morgan, p. 27.

‘the disease, and … deaf in her right ear’: 
Haese, ‘Reed, John Harford (1901–1981)’.

‘dancing in the moonlight’: Harding & 
Morgan, p. 23.

‘a typical solicitor’: Harding & Morgan,  
p. 35.

‘wore bowlers and … top for a shirt’: Fred Ward, 
quoted in Harding & Morgan, p. 35.

‘was not a first-rate … passionate about his 
livelihood’: Harding & Morgan, p. 74.

‘who go quietly … backbone of the Country’: 
Henry Reed, letter to John Reed dated 
28 October 1928, quoted in Harding & 
Morgan, p. 43.

‘property owners, financiers, investors, etc.’: 
The Herald, 19 October 1934, p. 25.

‘Whether his misdemeanour … or not is 
unclear’: Harding & Morgan, 74.

‘Wonderful news … raspberries to wriggles’: 
Cynthia Reed, telegram to John Reed 
dated 25 March 1935, quoted in Harding & 
Morgan, p. 74.

‘a rhythm to … weeks and years’: Harding & 
Morgan, p. 75.

‘You know I don’t … say the least of it’: Sunday 
Reed, letter to John Reed [1935], quoted in 
Harding & Morgan, pp. 74–5.

‘Collins House became … “when on thin ice 
skate fast”’: J R Poynter, ‘Baillieu, William 
Lawrence (Willie) (1859–1936)’, Australian 

Dictionary of Biography, National Centre 
of Biography, Australian National 
University, https://adb.anu.edu.au/
biography/baillieu-william-lawrence-
willie-5099/text8517, published first in 
hardcopy 1979.

‘The desire to be … a driving force’: Harding & 
Morgan, p. 38.

‘By 1941 Nolan was … relationship with 
Sunday’: Haese, ‘Reed, John Harford 
(1901–1981)’.

‘There are only two … for both of them’: 
Harold Herbert, quoted in Harding & 
Morgan, p. 37.

‘to ensure left-wing … control the society’: 
Haese, ‘Reed, John Harford (1901–1981)’.

‘Because I am not … ideas come freely’: 
John Reed, quoted in Haese, ‘Reed, 
John Harford (1901–1981)’.

‘Well, the more love in the world the better’: 
John Reed, quoted in Haese, ‘Reed, 
John Harford (1901–1981)’.

Part II: From a large small  
firm to a small large one

Chapter 7: A team  
of champions

‘he liked new clients … proper introduction’: 
Judy Slinn, Ashurst Morris Crisp: A Radical 
Firm (London: Granta Editions, 1997), 
p. 165.

‘they would appoint … Amoco as a client”’: 
Slinn, p. 167.

‘launched his new … takeover and 
consolidation’; ‘Anxious to achieve … 
and substantial losses’: David Fanning, 

‘Clarence Charles Hatry’, in David J Jeremy 
(ed.), Dictionary of Business Biography, 
vol. 3 (London: Butterworths, 1985),  
pp. 110–14.

‘we have been used … finance for Mr Hatry’: 
GC D’Arcy Biss, quoted in Slinn, p. 162.

‘the survival of … reputation untarnished’: 
Slinn, p. 163.

‘From about 1925 … a number of lean years’: 
Roger Finbow, interview 2 February  
2021.

‘extraordinary skill in … and did take the 
offensive’: Slinn, pp. 176–7.

‘rather than leave … side to instruct’; 
‘One reason for … at the earliest stage 
of combat!’: Slinn, pp. 178–9.

‘Stories are legion … tainted his advice’: 
Slinn, p. 177.

‘Martin’s style was … what he told them’: 
Richard James, quoted in Slinn, p. 178.

‘Let me tell you … idiot has done’; ‘This is not … 
costing you a fortune’: Edward Sparrow, 
email to the author 16 April 2021.
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‘rather odd’; ‘I would spend … way rather 
stimulating’: Richard James, quoted 
in Slinn, p. 177.

‘after which he … taken in for a drink’: 
Slinn, p. 177.

‘I well remember … going to the pub’: 
Richard James, quoted in Slinn, p. 177. 

‘I sat with Lampard … done shortly 
afterwards’: Edward Sparrow, email 
to the author 16 April 2021.

‘non-traditionalist by nature’: Slinn, p. 179.
‘effectively resurrected … of the early fifties’: 

Edward Sparrow, interview 27 January 
2021.

‘larger and stronger business units’: Slinn, 
p. 184.

‘to drag Britain … into the twentieth century’: 
Hon. Nicholas Ridley, Economic Situation, 
House of Commons, 1 March 1966; 
https://www.theyworkforyou.com/
debates/?id=1966-03-01a.1195.1.

‘beyond useful contribution’, ‘impecunious 
but non-contributing partners’:  
Edward Sparrow, interview 27 January 
2021.

‘The last six months … That was the firm 
I joined’: Geoffrey Green, interview 
10 March 2021.

‘We used to get … I’ve got a better one’: 
David Macfarlane, interview 3 March  
2021.

‘There were twenty or so … if you got into 
difficulties’: Geoffrey Picton-Turbervill, 
interview 30 March 2021.

‘he made the transition … of increasing 
specialisation’: Slinn, pp. 196–7.

‘I can remember being … ghastly position to 
be in’: Elizabeth Morris, interview 19 April 
2021.

‘I remember well being … copy of the Evening 
Standard’: Geoffrey Picton-Turbervill, 
interview 30 March 2021.

‘a huge mover and shaker in the firm’;  
‘He was an extraordinary … and it was 
amazing’ Elizabeth Morris, interview  
19 April 2021.

‘Barry had a practice … message to his 
opponent’: Edward Sparrow, interview 
27 January 2021.

‘Laurence Rutman … headed up … when 
you left the meeting room’: Geoffrey 
Green, quoted in Sally Chatterton, 

‘Who’s the top dog in ... corporate law?’, 
The Independent, 22 October 2011.

‘I certainly am a … up a very large team’: 
Laurence Rutman, interview 29 March 
2021.

‘Rutman is a great … almost this aura about it’: 
James Levy, interview 2 March 2021.

‘In the late 1980s … huge expansion in the 
City’: Gabrielle Samuels, quoted in First 
Women: Stories of Women at Ashurst 
(London: Ashurst, 2019), p. 51.

‘That era was about … capital markets  
boom’: Geoffrey Green, interview 
10 March 2021.

‘Under Andrew Soundy … firm to a small  
large firm’: Ian Scott, interview  
6 April 2021.

‘We were not anywhere … what the clients 
wanted’: Nigel Ward, interview 3 February 
2021.

Chapter 8: Boxing above  
their weight

‘We had close contacts … all the investment 
banks’: Geoffrey Green, interview 
10 March 2021.

‘I admired Ashurst … they were very 
successful’: David Macfarlane, interview 
3 March 2021.

‘I’m probably biased … and major corporate 
clients’: Susan Roy, interview 15 February 
2021.

‘The Corporate partners … the best work in the 
City’: David Jones, interview 2 February 
2021.

‘Ashurst was interesting … biggest public 
M&A deals’: Nigel Parr, interview 
8 February 2021.

‘Ashurst Morris Crisp was … brand for 
corporate work’: Angela Pearson,  
quoted in First Women: Stories of Women 
at Ashurst (London: Ashurst, 2019), p. 47.

‘Trafalgar House was one … kept buying and 
selling’: Mark Elsey, interview 16 February 
2021.

‘Michael Stoddart [founder of … bringing 
LBO concepts to the UK’: Geoffrey Green, 
interview 10 March 2021.

‘Private equity came … equity was a form 
of M&A’: Roger Finbow, interview 
2 February 2021.

‘A senior member of … as extremely cost 
effective’: Mike Wright & John Coyne, 
Management Buy-Outs (London: 
Routledge, 2018), p. 209.

‘I went to Australia … of the deal’: Geoffrey 
Green, interview 10 March 2021.

‘My trip coincided … atmosphere was fully 
charged’: Geoffrey Green, interview 
10 March 2021.

‘In the very early … We’ll use him again’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March  
2021.

‘I recall exchanging … with him every day!’: 
Edward Sparrow, email to the author 
16 April 2021.

‘There were some … the area was Clifford 
Turner’: Geoffrey Green, interview 
10 March 2021.

‘In 1981, we did the … an important early deal’: 
Edward Sparrow, interview 27 January 
2021.

‘It was very significant … publicity in that 
area’: Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March 
2021.

‘We can justifiably … in the private equity 
field’: Roger Finbow, interview 2 February 
2021.

‘Private equity was … successful with the 
clients’: Simon Bromwich, interview 
17 February 2021.

‘I joined Ashurst at … punching above its 
weight’: Jan Sanders, quoted in First 
Women, p. 39.

‘It was good fun … all of them were exciting’: 
Jan Sanders, interview 18 February  
2021.

‘The key thing was … used their funds to  
do it’: Jan Sanders, interview 18 February 
2021.

‘Cinven was the … really developed that’: 
Nigel Parr, interview 8 February 2021.

‘All the private equity … were hugely 
successful’: Geoffrey Green, interview 
10 March 2021.

‘After Cinven we … near an investment bank’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March 2021.

‘There was a strict … conditions were 
satisfied’: Nigel Ward, interview 
3 February 2021.

‘I went to see … into the big privatisations’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March  
2021.

‘‘Financial assistance’ is … the next twelve 
months’: Jan Sanders, interview 
18 February 2021.

‘The legislative change … private equity 
industry’: Nigel Ward, interview 
3 February 2021.

‘Even when we had … something within the 
rules’: Nigel Ward, interview 3 February 
2021.

‘I joined Ashurst … back of client demand’: 
Helen Burton, interview 16 February  
2021.

‘We followed the … Madrid and Milan’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March  
2021.

‘The private equity … happier hunting 
grounds’: Geoffrey Green, interview 
10 March 2021.

‘You could list … elsewhere in Europe’: Jose 
Christian Bertram, interview 23 February 
2021.

‘At the beginning of … estate presence as 
well’: Jose Christian Bertram, interview 
23 February 2021.

‘Madrid was quality … reputations as 
arbitrators’: Edward Sparrow, interview 
27 January 2021.

‘After the Paris office … really challenging 
times’: Reinhard Eyring, interview 
17 February 2021.

‘We did fantastically … with private equity’: 
Helen Burton, interview 16 February 2021.

‘There was money … take clients with them’: 
Jan Sanders, interview 18 February  
2021.

‘What happened, of … they came over to the 
UK’: Helen Burton, interview 16 February 
2021.
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Chapter 9: The lawyer’s  
law firm

‘Private equity work … the US firms into 
London’: Nigel Parr, interview 8 February 
2021.

‘US firms would … loved from the States’: 
Helen Burton, interview 16 February 2021.

‘When I started … company and commercial’: 
Jan Sanders, interview 18 February 2021.

‘It was very different … areas for some time’: 
Geoffrey Picton-Turbervill, interview 
30 March 2021.

‘Corporate work was … to the Corporate 
department’: David Macfarlane, 
interview 3 March 2021.

‘Martin Bell was a … firm’s employment 
lawyer’: Geoffrey Picton-Turbervill, 
interview 30 March 2021.

‘I think that the … lawyer with a huge 
practice’: David Macfarlane, interview 
3 March 2021.

‘When I joined … extremely limited finance 
capability’: Nigel Ward, interview 
3 February 2021.

‘Back when I … you know, scruffy’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March 2021.

‘In the late 1990s… structured finance 
practice’: Geoffrey Green, interview 
10 March 2021.

‘In the 1990s Ashurst … and strategic basis’: 
Mark Vickers, interview 27 April 2021.

‘As a firm, we … firm came to be about’: 
Nigel Ward, interview 3 February 2021.

‘We first of all … we expanded into Europe’: 
Nigel Ward, interview 3 February 2021.

‘On many of the private … volume by 
2004–05’: Mark Vickers, interview  
27 April 2021.

‘That strength and … the CDO practice’: 
Mark Vickers, interview 27 April 2021.

‘Because we’d become … the more exotic 
stuff’: Nigel Ward, interview 3 February 
2021.

‘Driven by private … business grew and  
grew’: Edward Sparrow, interview 
27 January 2021.

‘The team from Weil … mutual referral 
arrangement’: Mark Vickers, interview 
27 April 2021.

The CDO market … huge amount of 
autonomy’: Christopher Georgiou,  
email 13 July 2021.

‘After helping to … went even further’: Edward 
Sparrow, interview 27 January 2021.

‘The finance practice … was a significant 
moment’: Geoffrey Green, interview 
10 March 2021.

‘That’s something of … be hugely proud’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March 2021.

‘I’m always amused … of CDOs at all’: 
Roger Finbow, interview 2 February  
2021.

‘The GFC was a … We took a direct hit’: 
Mark Vickers, interview 27 April 2021.

‘We were hit … and structured finance’: 
Edward Sparrow, interview 27 January 
2021.

‘The GFC prompted … the team in New York’: 
Ben Tidswell, interview 15 March 2021.

‘We were presented … in a new US office’: 
Simon Bromwich, interview 17 February 
2021.

‘One of the things … emerged from this team’: 
Simon Bromwich, interview 17 February 
2021.

‘It was clear both … moved on to US firms’: 
Charlie Geffen, interview 1 February 2021.

‘So we were now… do all kinds of other things’: 
Mark Elsey, interview 16 February 2021.

‘I remember thinking … stood us in good 
stead’: Mark Vickers, interview 27 April 
2021.

‘I started at … crunch hit soon after’: Navdeep 
Benning, interview 2 March 2021.

‘When I first … industry since its inception’: 
Navdeep Benning, interview 2 March 2021

‘The legacy of the … a global finance 
powerhouse’: Ben Tidswell, interview 
15 March 2021.

Chapter 10: Speaking  
the client’s language

‘Lawyers naturally gravitate … really 
understood their business’: Mark Elsey, 
interview 16 February 2021.

‘The oil rig … then sell it’: Edward Sparrow, 
email to the author 16 April 2021.

‘The contract dragged … amount of deals’: 
Nigel Parr, interview 8 February 2021.

‘Probably the first … Ian Scott was the  
partner’: Jan Sanders, interview 
18 February 2021.

‘I was a corporate … more than corporate 
work’: Mark Elsey, interview 16 February 
2021.

‘Trafalgar House was … litigation for British 
Gas’: Edward Sparrow, email to the 
author 16 April 2021.

‘We got into … litigators in the City’: 
Geoffrey Picton-Turbervill, interview 
30 March 2021.

‘Trafalgar House lost … practice growing 
substantially’: Geoffrey Picton-Turbervill, 
interview 30 March 2021.

‘I just felt that … infrastructure [ETI]’: Mark 
Elsey, interview 16 February 2021.

‘We took some … it achieved that’: Mark Elsey, 
interview 16 February 2021.

‘It gives us … what the client is doing’: 
Mark Elsey, interview 16 February 2021.

‘One of the things … electricity energy 
sector work’: Geoffrey Picton-Turbervill, 
interview 30 March 2021.

‘And then you … in Australia, for example’: 
Mark Elsey, interview 16 February 2021.

‘I can go into … our clients’ industry focus’: 
David Jones, interview 2 February 2021.

‘I think it probably … on to a winner!’: Mike 
Polson, interview 1 March 2021.

‘Part of the education … ways to achieve this’: 
Mark Elsey, interview 16 February 2021.

‘In the UK and … was spectacularly successful’: 
Ben Tidswell, interview 15 March 2021.

‘Ian Scott was … that’s how it was’: James Levy, 
interview 2 March 2021.

‘Corporates have become … have the same 
purchase’: James Levy, interview 2 March 
2021.

‘We talk a lot … else is nothing’: Mike Polson, 
interview 1 March 2021.

‘Business these days … caught the wave first’: 
Mark Elsey, interview 16 February 2021.

‘I think the Ashurst … time to rub out’: James 
Levy, interview 2 March 2021.

‘It was a very … with his contacts’: Mike Polson, 
interview 1 March 2021.

‘I firmly believe … benefit for all of us”’: 
Mike Polson, interview 1 March 2021.

‘While we were … aspect of our culture’: 
Roger Finbow, interview 2 February 2021.

‘As the size … partners as a whole’: 
Ben Tidswell, interview 15 March 2021.

‘In the 1970s … create something very special’: 
David Jones, interview 2 February 2021.

‘I joined the firm … in the UK and Australia’: 
Jason Radford, interview 10 March 2021.

‘Visiting the US and … relationships with us’: 
Mark Elsey, interview 16 February 2021.

Part III: The challenger firm

Chapter 11: The architects  
of the modern firm 

‘extraordinary labyrinth of National 
Security legislation’: DG Barr, Travinto 
Performances: A History of Dawson 
Waldron, Sydney, 1891–1981 (n.p., n.d.), p. 31.

‘Let’s have the facts’: MWD McIntyre, quoted 
in Harriet Veitch, ‘Tough and fair arbiter 
of industrial warfare’, Sydney Morning 
Herald, 9 November 2007. 

‘an act of … imagine today’: Valerie Lawson, 
The Allens Affair: How One Man Shook the 
Foundations of a Leading Australian Firm 
(Sydney: Macmillan, 1995), p. 67.

‘It had a very … the common law side’: Gordon 
Samuels, quoted in History of Blake 
Dawson Waldron (n.p., 1999), p. 3.

‘Tony McIntyre was … Conciliation and 
Arbitration’: Adrian Morris, interview 
17 December 2020.

‘cloak and dagger men of the army’: 
David Somervaille, ‘Eulogy’, Connections, 
August 2008, p. 4.
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‘The Army was still … “Will you stay on?”’: 
Bob Somervaille, unpublished work on 
the history of Blake Dawson Waldron, 
Centre for Community History, University 
of New South Wales, 1997.

‘You could do … that’s how it happened’: 
Bob Somervaille, unpublished work.

‘I could have … 20th November 1946’: 
Bob Somervaille, unpublished work.

‘I was an articled … to study for the exams’: 
Dennis Scott, interview 9 December  
2020.

‘HV Single got … lot of debenture work’: 
Bob Somervaille, unpublished work.

‘They had one … help me with the work’: 
Bob Somervaille, unpublished work.

‘I came to the firm … continued for several 
years’: Jim Armitage, unpublished work 
on the history of Blake Dawson Waldron, 
Centre for Community History, University 
of New South Wales, 1997.

‘virtually took over’; ‘From the early … 
involvement is concerned’: Jim Armitage, 
unpublished work.

‘In about 1968 … through it pretty well’: 
Dennis Scott, interview 9 December  
2020.

‘There was quite … a bit of that work’: 
David Somervaille, unpublished work.

‘[They included] Arthur Emmett … law 
at Sydney University’: Adrian Morris, 
interview 17 December 2020.

‘In those days … subsequently to Grosvenor 
Place’: Peter Johnstone, interview 
17 November 2020.

‘a huge impetus … the firm’s practice’: Peter 
Johnstone, interview 17 November 2020

‘I was asked … wonderful, magic memory’: 
Jan Kellord, unpublished work on the 
history of Blake Dawson Waldron, Centre 
for Community History, University of 
New South Wales, 1997.

‘Hugh Keller phoned … find out about it’: 
John Odbert, unpublished work on the 
history of Blake Dawson Waldron, Centre 
for Community History, University of 
New South Wales, 1997.

‘They would get … clock up our century’: 
John Odbert, unpublished work.

‘The two major … Commonwealth of 
Australia’: Bill Conley, interview 
25 November 2020.

‘At the time … were signed and left!’: Peter 
Voss, interview 16 February 2021.

‘When I returned … progressively from 2000’: 
Hugh Keller, interview 2 December  
2020.

‘And then others … over a number of years’: 
Richard Bunting, interview 7 December 
2020.

‘I’m from Canberra … on the wrong foot’: 
Richard Bunting, interview 7 December 
2020.

‘John Odbert and Bill … government work 
now!’: Hugh Keller, interview 2 December 
2020.

Chapter 12: A Fearless 
Approach

‘Probably the most … joined us in 1970’: 
Dennis Scott, interview 9 December  
2020.

‘In January 1970 … partners to join the firm’: 
David Somervaille, unpublished work 
on the history of Blake Dawson Waldron, 
Centre for Community History, University 
of New South Wales, 1997.

‘I started in 1973 … as an articled clerk’: Bill 
Conley, interview 25 November 2020.

‘a young mover and shaker’: Bill Conley, 
interview 25 November 2020.

‘Aleco was a … associated corporate litigation’: 
Bill Conley, interview 25 November 2020.

‘Our firm in Sydney … was John Atanaskovic’: 
Richard Bunting, interview 7 December 
2020.

‘in the cupboard they didn’t get any better’: 
Bill Conley, interview 9 December 2020.

‘The centre manager… here in two hours’: 
Bill Conley, interview 9 December 2020.

‘How’s it going? … April Fool’s Day’: Bill Conley, 
interview 9 December 2020.

‘Yunghanns had a … New South Wales and 
Queensland’: Bill Conley, interview 
25 November 2020.

‘Jim Armitage had … very significant partner’: 
Richard Bunting, interview 7 December 
2020.

‘Dawson Waldron’s reputation … to test 
legislation’: Bill Conley, interview 
9 December 2020.

‘a staid old insurance company’: Bill Conley, 
interview 9 December 2020.

‘Clients such as … breached corporate law’: 
Bill Conley, interview 9 December 2020.

‘The firm had … news in the 1980s’: Bill Conley, 
interview 9 December 2020.

‘North were stockbrokers … was asked to pay’: 
Bill Conley, interview 25 November 2020.

‘I thought it was … of approximately 
$100,000’: Bill Conley, interview 
25 November 2020.

‘Through that period … distinguished 
judicial careers’: Bill Conley, interview 
25 November 2020.

‘With the raiders … corporate field in 
Australia’: Bill Conley, interview 
25 November 2020.

‘The 80s were … M&A horrible bunch’: 
Mark Stanbridge, interview 16 February  
2021.

‘It was a period … property, corporate, 
litigation’: Shemara Wikramanayake, 
interview 2 February 2021.

‘When I turned … challenging corporate 
Australia’: Shemara Wikramanayake, 
interview 2 February 2021.

‘The litigation was … publicity and emotion’: 
Bill Conley, interview 25 November 2020.

‘There were six … by a single boat’: Hugh Keller, 
interview 2 December 2020.

‘it was in the firm’s commercial interests’: 
Minutes of General Committee Meeting, 
Level 21 conference room, Monday 
13 October 1986.

‘The Endeavour takeover … issues with 
the group’: Hugh Keller, interview 
2 December 2020.

‘Alan Bond’s takeover … broadcasting and 
media law’: Hugh Keller, interview 
2 December 2020.

‘Ron Harmer told … clean it up to sell it!’: John 
Carrington, interview 8 February 2021.

‘On that first … quite something to witness’: 
John Carrington, interview 8 February 
2021.

‘Primarily they have … foreign takeovers as 
well)’: Angela Bowne, ‘Gun lawyers: Vital 
weapons for raiders’, Business Review 
Weekly, 3 May 1985.

‘Aleco would challenge … hit the ground 
running’: Shemara Wikramanayake, 
interview 2 February 2021.

‘When I joined … for corporate raiders’: 
Peter Voss, interview 16 February 2021.

‘Aleco and I … interesting for the lawyers’: 
John Green, interview 15 March 2021.

‘The industrial law … common law world’: 
Richard Bunting, interview 7 December 
2020.

‘Malcolm McIntyre carried … Federal Court 
of Australia’: Adrian Morris, interview 
17 December 2020.

‘Malcolm ‘Bunny’ McIntyre was … and places 
like that’: Richard Bunting, interview 
7 December 2020.

‘One of the things … kind of practice building’: 
Adrian Morris, interview 17 December 
2020.

‘Bob Stephens succeeded … for every one 
of them’: Richard Bunting, interview 
7 December 2020.

‘By the early ‘80s … the transport companies’: 
Adrian Morris, interview 17 December 
2020.

‘In 1982-83 there … applied was wrong’: Adrian 
Morris, interview 17 December 2020.

‘We were on … precedent was overturned’: 
Richard Bunting, email to the author 
21 May 2021.

‘A more recent … billion in a few days’: Adrian 
Morris, interview 17 December 2020.

Chapter 13: A national firm

‘It was resolved … a matter for them’: Minutes 
of General Committee Meeting, Level 21 
conference room, Monday 13 August  
1984.

‘About 1984, after … people in Melbourne’: 
Dennis Scott, interview 9 December  
2020.
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‘Other Sydney firms … get left behind’: Richard 
Bunting, interview 7 December 2020.

‘The view was … we would shrink’: Jim 
Armitage, interview 6 May 2021.

‘We had a long … in Sydney (and Perth)’: 
Richard Bunting, interview 7 December 
2020.

‘With a best friends … with somebody else’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 February 
2021.

‘National mergers were … It was a rolling 
thing’: Peter Stapleton, interview 
3 December 2020.

‘Whether we welcome … substantially a 
national one’: ‘In all major business 
centres of Australia’, [Report], Dawson 
Waldron Partners Conference, Milton 
Park, 1987.

‘We do not have … be to remain there’: ‘In 
all major business centres of Australia’, 
[Report], Dawson Waldron Partners 
Conference, Milton Park, 1987.

‘It was pioneering … as time went by’: David 
Somervaille, interview 17 November  
2020.

‘In Melbourne we … in the Sydney market’: 
John Field, interview 14 December  
2020.

‘We engaged what’s … leading firm 
within Australia’: John Field, interview 
14 December 2020.

‘Starting up from … part of the firm’: Richard 
Bunting, interview 7 December 2020.

‘Several excellent … Davies Marinas Pty Ltd’: 
‘Blakes, Brisbane: Report to National 
Partnership on Operations for Financial 
Year 1st July 1987 to 30th April 1988’, Blake 
Dawson Waldron Partners Conference, 
Leura, May 1988.

‘In relation to … establishment of a branch 
office”’: ‘Topic VI: Practice Development—
Proposals in respect of the firm’s 
approach to forming associations with 
other firms and/or opening branch offices, 
both in Australia and overseas’, [Report], 
Dawson Waldron Partners Conference, 
7–9 August 1981.

‘The question of … our Perth based clients’: 
‘Perth Office’, [Report], Dawson Waldron 
Partners Conference, 1985.

‘Michael Hunt was … very well with him’: 
Dennis Scott, interview 9 December 2020.

‘It was said to … Perth office came about’: 
Peter Voss, interview 16 February  
2021.

Chapter 14: The best fit

‘I spoke to some … courtyard of the club’: David 
Somervaille, interview 17 November 2020.

‘At that [Banking Law] conference … you’ve 
been looking at us’: John Field, interview 
14 December 2020.

‘Pappas Carter were … the best fit for us’: 
John Field, interview 14 December 2020.

‘I got on well … but we need one”’: Adrian 
Morris, interview 17 December 2020.

‘There were some … partner at Blake 
& Riggall’: John Field, interview 
14 December 2020.

‘We agreed to get … terms were thrashed  
out’: John Field, interview 14 December 
2020.

‘We had to go ... wanted a national firm’:  
Peter Stapleton, interview 3 December 
2020.

‘The approach the … share in that pool’:  
David Somervaille, interview 
17 November 2020.

‘The principle behind … to come your 
way’: David Somervaille, interview 
17 November 2020.

‘The “one equity” approach … approach 
to profit sharing’: David Somervaille, 
interview 17 November 2020.

‘the most euphonious’; ‘It is crisp … Cross 
(Morris Fletcher)’: John Field, email 
29 May 2021.

‘“Blake Dawson Waldron” was … a huge 
debate’: Peter Stapleton, interview 
3 December 2020.

‘There was a … to the Sydney partners’: David 
Frecker, interview 17 December 2020.

‘Providing there weren’t … Robert, are you  
still there?’: Geoff Hone, interview 
4 February 2021.

‘We were doing … Port Kembla in particular’: 
Richard Bunting, interview 7 December 
2020.

‘It actually goes … one sort or another’: 
Adrian Morris, interview 17 December 
2020.

‘People think of … main M&A work’: Richard 
Bunting, interview 7 December 2020.

‘He wasn’t an … as takeover experts’: 
Geoff Hone, interview 4 February 2021.

‘BHP and John … had acted for BHP’: David 
Somervaille, interview 17 November  
2020.

‘That was just … an extraordinary exercise’: 
Gail Owen, interview 3 February 2021.

‘It took a long … About three years’: David 
Somervaille, interview 17 November  
2020.

‘the protracted negotiations with Blake 
& Riggall’: [Report], Dawson Waldron 
Partners Conference, Milton Park, 1987.

‘for nearly as … peace talks in Paris’: Hamish 
Fraser, The Australian, 18 February 1988.

‘While that was … difficult at the moment!”’: 
Adrian Morris, interview 17 December  
2020.

‘One of the … Somervaille, said yesterday’: 
Prue Innes, ‘Blake Dawson Waldron 
joins legal line-up’s Big Three’, The Age, 
18 February 1988, p. 23.

‘I remember Michael … central bank at ours!”’: 
David Somervaille, email correspondence 
with author, 24 May 2020.

‘The main value … commercial client base’: 
Peter Johnstone, interview 17 November 
2020.

‘For the first … the Sydney office’: Peter 
Johnstone, interview 17 November 2020.

‘We had a strong … the firm developed’: Peter 
Johnstone, interview 17 November 2020.

‘I was doing … take over the company!’: 
Hugh Keller, interview 2 December 2020.

‘It took some … became BHP Billiton’: David 
Williamson, interview 1 February 2021.

‘a cross-border deal of unique complexity’: 
David Williamson, interview 1 February 
2021.

‘The appointment by … merger of the firm’: 
‘Partnership Evaluation Panel: Report for 
Partners Conference, 6–7 May 1989’, Blake 
Dawson Waldron Partners Conference, 
5–7 May 1989.

‘After the consolidation … can be very proud 
of’: Hugh Keller, interview 2 December 
2020.

‘Our involvement in … pursuing the claim’: 
Richard Fisher, email to the author 5 July 
2021.

‘The lead partner … law world I think’: Mary 
Padbury, email to the author 13 July 2021.

‘In 1998, the … Hugh, I held firm’: Wen-Ts’ai 
Lim, interview 17 February 2021.

‘The Bell case … of some $2.7 billion’: Wen-Ts’ai 
Lim, interview 17 February 2021.

‘That was the … to the Sydney office’: Hugh 
Keller, interview 2 December 2020.

Chapter 15: The challenge  
of change

‘but he would … the “majority ticket”’: 
DG Barr, Travinto Performances: A History 
of Dawson Waldron, Sydney, 1891–1981 
(n.p., n.d.), p. 45.

‘We would have … got out and did it’: Geoff 
Applegate, interview 14 January 2021.

‘Sydney had always … produced different 
personalities’: Helen McKenzie, interview 
15 December 2020.

‘The difference between … less marketing-
focused’: John Field, interview 
14 December 2020.

‘Almost all the … much more homogenous’: 
Helen McKenzie, interview 15 December 
2020.

‘I went to Macquarie … was back then’: 
Shemara Wikramanayake, interview 
2 February 2021.

‘In 1986 we … as Henry Higgins’: John Green, 
interview 15 March 2021.

‘In Melbourne they … your house costs’: Geoff 
Applegate, interview 14 January 2021.

‘My married name … much more 
conservative’: Helen McKenzie, interview 
15 December 2020.
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‘I have to say … reminded me of school’: 
Dennis Scott, interview 9 December 2020.

‘I went down … was completely serious’: Peter 
Johnstone, interview 17 November 2020.

‘Someone told me … come through 
tomorrow’: Peter Johnstone, interview 
17 November 2020.

‘more pub than club’: Jim Armitage, interview 
6 May 2021.

‘pre-eminent in his own field’: Barr, p. 44.
‘When he ran a … his only client’: Barr, p. 44.
‘immaculate in everything … all equally 

important’: Barr, pp. 43–4.
‘He was always … the famous yachtsmen’: 

Barr, p. 44.
‘matters of background … cricket also helped’: 

Barr, p. 28.
‘English gentleman background’: Barr, p. 23.
‘staunch Catholic’; ‘When JM Edwards …  

was made instantly’: Barr, p. 23.
‘Dawson Waldron had … and it was’: John 

Green, interview 15 March 2021.
‘There were certainly … sector quite a lot’:  

Geoff Applegate, interview 14 January 
2021.

‘In some ways … major listed companies’: 
John Field, interview 14 December 2020.

‘We had these … these edgy practitioners’: 
Richard Bunting, interview 7 December 
2020.

‘The Melbourne firm … contributed to 
that view’: Helen McKenzie, interview 
15 December 2020.

‘were much more … with a good following’: 
Richard Bunting, interview 7 December 
2020.

‘Geoff was never … they were, too’: Dennis 
Scott, interview 9 December 2020.

‘Blake & Riggall, when … menacing as 
Mr Tulkinghorn’: Geoff Hone, interview 
4 February 2021.

‘by folding the … mid nineteenth century’: 
Geoff Hone, interview 4 February 2021.

‘I think the … outweighed the differences’: 
Geoff Hone, interview 4 February 2021.

‘It was testy. … highlighted the differences’: 
Peter Stapleton, interview 3 December 
2020.

‘There was probably … people made 
speeches’: Richard Bunting, interview 
7 December 2020.

‘The famous partners … quite a tense occasion’: 
John Field, interview 14 December 2020.

‘One consequence of … Melbourne was 
way behind’: John Field, interview 
14 December 2020.

‘There were significant … was their practices’: 
Hugh Keller, interview 2 December 2020.

‘We got very … at the same time’: Geoff 
Applegate, interview 14 January 2021.

‘I think the … affairs suffered significantly’: 
Hugh Keller, interview 2 December 2020.

‘Three months in, … that was a saviour’: Peter 
Stapleton, interview 3 December 2020.

‘There were lots … resolved pretty quickly’: 
John Field, interview 14 December 2020.

‘Eventually the two … brink of a demerger’: 
Richard Bunting, interview 7 December 
2020.

‘David somehow would … there it went on’: 
Peter Stapleton, interview 3 December 
2020.

‘We opened a … and lead it’: Peter Stapleton, 
interview 3 December 2020.

‘All the partners … Sydney at that point’: 
John Field, interview 14 December 2020.

‘We made sure that it was!’: John Field, 
interview 14 December 2020.

‘It took a bit … people in Melbourne’: Dennis 
Scott, interview 9 December 2020.

‘There were some … the kind we’d entered’: 
Adrian Morris, email 23 March 2021.

‘The Melbourne firm … went back to Sydney’: 
Richard Bunting, interview 7 December 
2020.

‘I joined the … left a few scars’: Helen 
McKenzie, interview 15 December 2020.

‘Bay Collison played … be all about him’: 
Richard Bunting, interview 7 December 
2020.

‘Bay was chairman … a terrific job’: John Field, 
interview 14 December 2020.

‘In the 1991 … and they let us go’: Bill Conley, 
interview 9 December 2020.

Chapter 16: Herding cats

‘I thought I’d … keep the firm together’:  
Graham Bradley, interview 22 December 
2020.

‘What was dysfunctional … cohesive national 
entity’: Graham Bradley, interview 
22 December 2020.

‘Getting practice groups … their different 
approaches’: John Carrington, interview 
8 February 2021.

‘It had been … partner or CEO role’: Graham 
Bradley, interview 22 December 2020.

‘Within a year … I think that helped’: Graham 
Bradley, interview 22 December 2020.

‘Hiring an external … a nerve-wracking start’: 
Graham Bradley, interview 22 December 
2020.

‘In its early … to the national firm’: David 
Williamson, interview 1 February 2021.

‘I found tremendous … morale and firm unity’: 
Graham Bradley, interview 22 December 
2020.

Chapter 17: The great 
Australian

‘The way I … I joined a firm’: Mark Stanbridge, 
interview 16 February 2021.

‘I think it’s fair … law was all about’: John 
Carrington, interview 8 February 2021.

‘Money isn’t everything … one 7 Series BMW’: 
Peter Stapleton, interview 3 December 
2020.

‘An event happened … of the partners’: 
Graham Bradley, interview 22 December 
2020.

‘The departure of … national firm model’: 
Graham Bradley, interview 22 December 
2020.

‘It proved the … came through well’: Graham 
Bradley, interview 22 December 2020.

‘There were a … and Mark Stanbridge’: David 
Williamson, interview 1 February 2021.

‘I joined on 13 May … the day I arrived’: Mark 
Stanbridge, interview 16 February 2021.

‘The people who … out the door’: Mark 
Stanbridge, interview 16 February 2021.

‘That period from … with Martin Coleman’: 
Mark Stanbridge, interview 16 February 
2021.

‘Those of us … looking after relationships’: 
Mark Stanbridge, interview 16 February 
2021.

‘In addition to … game changer for us’: Mark 
Stanbridge, interview 16 February 2021.

‘After three years … my CEO career’: Graham 
Bradley, interview 22 December 2020.

‘If he took … the slightest record)’: DG Barr, 
Travinto Performances: A History of 
Dawson Waldron, Sydney, 1891–1981 
(n.p., n.d.), pp. 25–6.

‘I was lucky … role in that process’: John Field, 
interview 14 December 2020.

‘Initially, I think … owner of the practice’: 
Geoff Hone, interview 4 February 2021.

‘When I became … acceleration, no 
slowing’: David Somervaille, interview 
17 November 2020.

‘A big factor … leading up to today’: Peter 
Johnstone, interview 17 November 2020.

‘additional profit entitlements system’; ‘The  
lock-step system … people in Sydney’: Mark  
Stanbridge, interview 16 February 2021.

Part IV: A global firm

Chapter 18: Losing  
the inhibition

‘I can remember … a respectful relationship’: 
Adrian Morris, interview 17 December 
2020.

‘There was more … to pitch for jobs’: Ian Scott, 
interview 6 April 2021.

‘It was part … about your prowess’: David Barr, 
unpublished work on the history of Blake 
Dawson Waldron, Centre for Community 
History, University of New South Wales, 
1997.

‘We have maintained … opportunity that 
was there’: Adrian Morris, interview 
17 December 2020.
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‘In every suburb … “Joe Smith, Solicitor”’: 
David Barr, unpublished work.

‘It’s much more … to come to you’: Helen 
Burton, interview 16 February 2021.

‘It’s quite hard … others in the firm’: Angela 
Pearson, quoted in First Women: Stories  
of Women at Ashurst (Ashurst, 2019),  
p. 47.

‘There were greater … method of charging’: 
Ian Scott, interview 6 April 2021.

‘Costs were always … a normal charge’: 
DG Barr, Travinto Performances: A History 
of Dawson Waldron, Sydney, 1891–1981 
(n.p., n.d.), p. 26.

‘When I first … they were sent’: David 
Somervaille, interview 17 November 2020.

‘John Dawes had … them in his hand’: Barr, 
p. 48.

‘Before computers, you … never really did 
that’: David Somervaille, interview 
17 November 2020.

‘[He was] meticulous in his … case thoroughly 
argued’: Barr, p. 40.

‘When I first … weren’t very important’: 
Edward Sparrow, interview 27 January 
2021.

‘The modern corporate … an accounting 
sense’: David Somervaille, interview 
17 November 2020.

‘Many lawyers in … fulsomely as the others’: 
Malcolm Turnbull, interview 24 March 
2021.

‘Moving to time … but not the client’: 
Geoff Hone, interview 4 February 2021.

‘I remember a … was okay with that’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March  
2021.

‘When I became … remains today’: Edward 
Sparrow, interview 27 January 2021.

Chapter 19: A most  
delicate matter

‘The expert cutter … responsibility affected 
him’: Judy Slinn, Ashurst Morris Crisp: 
A Radical Firm (Chesterton: Granta 
Editions, 1997), p. 126.

‘He had considerable … of the Trust Company’: 
Slinn, p. 80.

‘The Trust Company … overlapping 
investment patterns’: Charles A Jones, 

‘Great capitalists and the direction of 
British overseas investment in the 
late nineteenth century: The case of 
Argentina’, Business History, 22, 1980, 
p. 344.

‘There can be … and commercial bankers’: 
Slinn, p. 81.

‘In the last … and that is enough’: El Nacional, 
April 1888, quoted in Jones, pp. 292, 302.

‘In 1904 I became … heart of Buenos Ayres’: 
William Morris, quoted in Slinn, p. 120.

‘was plunged into … the Argentine 
government’: Slinn, p. 158.

‘This took place … £150m for them’: Slinn,  
p. 159.

‘was asked to … most delicate matter’: 
Slinn, p. 142.

‘The daughter of … her eighteenth birthday’: 
Slinn, p. 143.

‘The same day … marriage taking place’: 
Slinn, p. 143.

‘With the very … local Registry Office’: 
Slinn, p. 143.

‘London wasn’t just … should be 
international’: Andrew Soundy, interview 
10 February 2021.

‘In those days … enough space there’:  
Andrew Soundy, interview 10 February 
2021.

‘I was a 1 PQE … culture of the firm’: Roger 
Finbow, interview 2 February 2021.

‘I was party to … to be very discreet’: Roger 
Finbow, interview 2 February 2021.

‘fairly choice’: Roger Finbow, interview 
2 February 2021.

‘I was the partner … office would shrink’: 
Andrew Soundy, interview 10 February 
2021.

‘That engagement gave … a long, long way’: 
Andrew Soundy, interview 10 February 
2021.

‘it was unquestionably … teams in Paris’: 
Charlie Geffen, interview 1 February 2021.

‘They were all … on really well’: Andrew 
Soundy, interview 10 February 2021.

‘The development of … part of the journey’: 
Tobias Krug, interview 17 February 2021.

‘Looking back over … and global corporates’: 
Reinhard Eyring, interview 17 February 
2021.

‘We generate most … presence is remarkable’: 
Maria José Menéndez, interview 
23 February 2021.

‘I was made a … continues to this day’: 
Geoffrey Picton-Turbervill, interview 
30 March 2021.

‘In Europe we’re … every single speciality’: 
Cristina Calvo, interview 23 February  
2021.

‘One side effect is … as doing one thing’: Jose 
Christian Bertram, interview 23 February 
2021.

Chapter 20: The era  
of mergers

‘In the second … about these things’: 
Peter Armitage, interview 19 April 2021.

‘We were obvious … Americans were 
interested’: Geoffrey Green, interview 
10 March 2021.

‘Many US firms came into London big time’: 
Roger Finbow, interview 2 February 2021.

‘When I was … many mergers occurred’: 
Graham Bradley, interview 22 December 
2020.

‘We chose not … merged with Clifford Chance’:  
Nigel Parr, interview 8 February 2021.

‘In the 1980s … our powerful partners’: Edward 
Sparrow, interview 27 January 2021.

‘We had got … we did it together’: Andrew 
Soundy, interview 10 February 2021.

‘We were approached … present, on our own’: 
Andrew Soundy, interview 10 February 
2021.

‘You’ll be worried … we’ll adopt yours’: 
Roger Finbow, interview 2 February 2021.

‘Clifford Chance approached … our identity 
as a firm’: Roger Finbow, interview 
2 February 2021.

‘The Clifford Chance … swallowed up in it’: 
Andrew Soundy, interview 10 February 
2021.

‘We needed to … could do that together’: 
Andrew Soundy, interview 10 February 
2021.

‘I knew Bob Dell … lot of their offices’: Geoffrey 
Green, interview 10 March 2021.

‘The cultures were so different’: Roger Finbow, 
interview 2 February 2021.

‘Latham had a … transparent about it’: Charlie 
Geffen, interview 1 February 2021.

‘They had a thing … influence that too much’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March 2021.

‘I put that … want that to change’: Nigel Parr, 
interview 8 February 2021.

‘Justin Spendlove rightly … well-regarded 
US lawyers’: Geoffrey Green, interview 
10 March 2021.

‘On paper it would … regarded in its areas’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March 2021.

‘I was on the … a real risk there’: Nigel Parr, 
interview 8 February 2021.

‘Fried Frank came … other pieces spring out’: 
Roger Finbow, interview 2 February 2021.

‘They had a very … it three months earlier’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March 2021.

‘A number of partners … that you need to 
make”’: Edward Sparrow, interview 
27 January 2021.

‘I think the Ashurst … protective of that 
culture’: Roger Finbow, interview 
2 February 2021.

Chapter 21: An  
Asia-Pacific firm

‘Proposals in respect … in Australia 
and overseas’: ‘Topic VI: Practice 
Development—Proposals in respect 
of the firm’s approach to forming 
associations with other firms and/or 
opening branch offices, both in Australia 
and overseas’, [Report], Dawson Waldron 
Partners Conference, 7–9 August 1981.
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‘the desirability of … was agreed in principle’: 
‘The Issues for 1984’, [Report], Dawson 
Waldron Partners Conference, 29 April to 
1 May 1983.

‘We have also … Clifford-Turner in general’: 
‘The Performance of the Firm’, [Report], 
Dawson Waldron Partners Conference, 
1985.

‘as a conduit or referral centre’: ‘Singapore 
Office: Report for the nine (9) months 
ending 30 April 1988’, Blake Dawson 
Waldron Partners Conference, Leura, 
May 1988.

‘The Singapore office … office in the 1990s’: 
Graham Bradley, interview 22 December 
2020.

‘After my time … that had to be done’: Geoff 
Applegate, interview 14 January 2021.

‘I went to PNG … ended up owning the firm’: 
Geoff Applegate, interview 14 January 
2021.

‘It’s just a … people are fantastic’: Geoff 
Applegate, interview 14 January 2021.

‘I reached out … wedding anniversary in 2021’: 
Geoff Applegate, interview 14 January 
2021.

‘[PNG] immediately struck … It was a busy 
time’: David Somervaille, email to the 
author 6 July 2021.

‘That was part … them up over time’: Peter 
Johnstone, interview 17 November 2020.

‘You had to … in favour of the client’: Geoff 
Applegate, interview 14 January 2021.

‘My father led … for legal practice’: David 
Somervaille, interview 17 November  
2020.

‘We were pioneers … to Shanghai 
first’: David Somervaille, interview 
17 November 2020.

‘We’d lodged our … our licence in Shanghai’: 
David Somervaille, interview 
17 November 2020.

‘Last week, Chinese … open a Shanghai 
office’: Chris Merritt Law, ‘Here’s health: 
Headhunting legal empire raids its rival’, 
Australian Financial Review, 5 June 1997.

‘Dawson Waldron was … Soebagjo, Roosdiono, 
Jatim & Djarot’: Graham Bradley, 
interview 22 December 2020.

‘In 1983 Bechtel … strategic insight and 
creativity’: Peter Voss, interview 
16 February 2021.

Chapter 22: Excellence with 
rapport

‘Blake Dawson Waldron’s … major Australian 
law firm’: Marcus Priest, ‘Padbury in 
charge of Blakes partners’, Australian 
Financial Review, 3 June 2005.

‘We felt the … that change of circumstance’: 
John Carrington, interview 8 March 2021.

‘The global financial … It was a big deal’: Helen 
McKenzie, interview 15 December 2020.

‘We needed to … experience behind us”’: 
John Carrington, interview 8 March  
2021.

‘Within the Australian … to be a global firm’: 
John Field, interview 14 December 2020.

‘There was a … attractive merger partner’: 
Helen McKenzie, interview 15 December 
2020.

‘The first thing was … about our technical 
quality’: Helen McKenzie, interview 
15 December 2020.

‘I think the rebranding … things came 
out of it’: Mark Stanbridge, interview 
16 February 2021.

‘We did a lot … other non-textual 
communications’: Helen McKenzie, 
interview 15 December 2020.

‘that the Warden … three Courts within the 
Hall’: Cecil Monro, Acta Cancellariæ; or 
Selections from the Records of the Court  
of Chancery (London: William Benning & 
Co., 1847), pp. 692–3.

‘We were written … to me about the firm’: 
Mark Stanbridge, interview 16 February 
2021.

‘We’d decided not … in the handover in ’97’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March  
2021.

‘Fast forward to … Peking University instead’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March 2021.

‘The thought was … some good people in’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March 2021.

‘Mary Padbury and … should do something 
together’: Simon Bromwich, interview 
17 February 2021.

‘Ian Williams contacted … bridge and the 
harbour’: Geoffrey Green, interview 
10 March 2021.

‘I had a very … too far at that moment’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March 2021.

Chapter 23: Project Tractor

‘Charlie Geffen’s wife … in Australia that year’: 
Mary Padbury, notes from October 2010 
London visit.

‘Ashurst and Blake Dawson … Arbitration firm 
in Asia’: Draft ‘heads of agreement’ for 
Project Tractor.

‘While the “heads … deal could be done’: 
Paul Jenkins, interview 15 January 2021.

‘financial and operational integration in 
accordance with an agreed timetable’: 
Draft ‘heads of agreement’ for Project 
Tractor.

‘It was always … it wasn’t guaranteed’: 
Ben Tidswell, interview 15 March 2021.

‘We did it on … commitment was clear’: Simon 
Bromwich, interview 17 February 2021.

‘We decided to … we could work together’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March 2021.

‘TAFR can reveal … merger of the two firms’: 
Alex Boxsell, ‘Blake, Ashurst ready to tie 
the knot’, Australian Financial Review, 
2 September 2011.

‘An interesting thing … a “composite” 
name’: David Somervaille, interview 
17 November 2020.

‘The starting point … use the Ashurst name?”’: 
Roger Finbow, interview 2 February 2021.

‘We ended up … relationships were fantastic’: 
Simon Bromwich, interview 17 February 
2021.

‘To make the … continues to put clients first’: 
Project Tractor booklet.

‘Initially we considered … of the people they 
met’: Project Tractor booklet.

‘The logic was … rather than anything 
else’: David Somervaille, interview 
17 November 2020.

‘Mary Padbury was … of the Ashurst brand’: 
John Carrington, interview 8 March  
2021.

‘The realisation was … because of the name’: 
Roger Finbow, interview 2 February 2021.

‘Mary was smart … slightly surprised us’: 
Simon Bromwich, interview 17 February 
2021.

‘My father had worked … as international 
reach’: Mary Padbury, email to the author 
13 July 2021.

‘In the space … integration any further’: 
Charlie Geffen, interview 1 February 2021.

‘In Australia we … consultant on that day’: 
David Somervaille, email to the author 
6 July 2021.

‘I think it was … in bed or not’: Geoffrey Green, 
interview 10 March 2021.

‘one of the most … other lawyers most 
admire’: Project Tractor booklet.

‘I’ve been involved in twenty-two rail PPPs 
personally’: Mark Elsey, interview 
16 February 2021.

‘For Ashurst, the … this on our own’: Mark 
Elsey, interview 16 February 2021.

‘We will now … talent, in all areas’: Project 
Tractor booklet.

‘The cultural differences … cricket or the 
rugby’: David Somervaille, interview 
17 November 2020.

‘To the extent … one really enjoyed’: Roger 
Finbow, interview 2 February 2021.

‘My experience and … similar to the 
Australians’: Reinhard Eyring, interview 
17 February 2021.

‘I think Ashurst … works, go and do it”’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March  
2021.

‘My take on the … than another merger’: 
Nigel Ward, interview 3 February 2021.

‘The global merger … the Australian one’: 
John Field, interview 14 December 2020.

‘We were very … one profit pool’: Simon 
Bromwich, interview 17 February 2021.

‘The approach we … tighter from day one’: 
John Carrington, interview 8 February 
2021.
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‘Nobody wanted to … now and sort it out 
later”’: Nigel Parr, interview 8 February 
2021.

‘They were quite … back to London’: Mary 
Padbury, email to the author 13 July 2021.

‘It was a very … what we were doing’: John 
Carrington, interview 8 February 2021.

‘On the naming … greater chance of success’: 
John Carrington, interview 8 February 
2021.

‘We should have … a lot more aplomb’: Mark 
Stanbridge, interview 16 February 2021.

Chapter 24: Postcards

‘a hole in the ground with a liar on top’: Mark 
Twain, quoted in John Hays Hammond, 
The Autobiography of John Hays 
Hammond (New York: Farrar & Rinehart, 
1935), p. 97.

‘Crisp acted for … floated in 1887’: Judy Slinn, 
Ashurst Morris Crisp: A Radical Firm 
(London: Granta Editions, 1997),  
pp. 108–9.

‘some slight bronchial trouble’: William 
Morris, quoted in Slinn, p. 65.

‘Accordingly in February… took about 90 days’: 
William Morris, quoted in Slinn, p. 65.

‘a moderate prize in a football pool’; ‘took 
himself off … part of twelve months’: 
Slinn, p. 154.

‘I worked in … my education in Germany’: 
Reinhard Eyring, interview 17 February 
2021.

‘My connection with … from her first 
marriage’: David Macfarlane, interview 
3 March 2021.

‘We were rushed … come to recruit me!’: 
David Macfarlane, interview 3 March 2021.

‘East India Chambers, … of London, 
Gentleman’: DG Barr, Travinto 
Performances: A History of Dawson 
Waldron, Sydney, 1891–1981 (n.p., n.d.), 
p. 48.

‘Mr Niall returned … a door in his pocket’: 
Service, February 1952, 26 (New Series), 
pp. 5–6.

‘was doing very well at the bar’: Gordon 
Samuels, quoted in unpublished work 
on the history of Blake Dawson Waldron, 
Centre for Community History, University 
of New South Wales, 1997.

‘Tommy Nicholls rather … as his personal 
assistant!’: Gordon Samuels, quoted in 
unpublished work.

‘almost wholly … the legal process’; ‘handed 
over to … people and its culture’: Gordon 
Samuels, quoted in unpublished work.

‘he used to occupy … “practise” his off drive’: 
David Barr, unpublished work on the 
history of Blake Dawson Waldron, Centre 
for Community History, University of 
New South Wales, 1997.

‘We had a lot … a lot of beer’: Nigel Parr, 
interview 8 February 2021.

‘There has been … deciding to stay’: Roger 
Finbow, interview 2 February 2021.

‘a very well researched … judges over the 
years’: Geoff Hone, interview 4 February 
2021. 

‘It was the best … nations around the world’: 
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December 2020.

‘When I was in … Packer’s London lawyers’: 
Malcolm Turnbull, interview 24 March 
2021.

‘She was a … bright, very charming’: Nigel Parr, 
interview 8 February 2021.

‘I went to … some of the differences’: Susan 
Roy, interview 15 February 2021.

‘Stewart White was … lawyers in the world’: 
Peter Stapleton, interview 3 December 
2020.

‘We had a … Ashurst at the time’: Geoff Hone, 
interview 4 February 2021.

‘to my husband’s dismay’: Susan Roy, 
interview 15 February 2021.

‘He was causing … of the country’; ‘In this 
pocket … it to be?’; ‘Famously, he wore … 
my face forever!’: John Green, interview 
15 March 2021.

Part V: People

Chapter 25: Inroads

‘with a view … admitted as a solicitor’: First 
Women: Stories of Women at Ashurst 
(London: Ashurst, 2019), p. 5.

‘Are men lawyers afraid of women’s brains?’: 
Daily Sketch, 11 December 1913.

‘in point of … come up for examination’:  
Bebb v. Law Society (1913)[1914]; https://
www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/
Ch/1913/1.html.

‘She went on … Honour Davy in London’: 
Anna Surma & Jennifer Breslin, ‘“First 
Lady Law Agent”’, in First Women, p. 25.

‘were fundamental … women’s rights’: Ben 
Tidswell, ‘Foreword’, in First Women, p. 3.

‘Social expectations no … who came after 
them’: Ben Tidswell, ‘Foreword’.

‘It could be … seek professional careers’: 
Linda Humphreys-Evans, quoted in 
First Women, p. 29.

‘who brought tea … managers in the 
afternoon’: Judy Slinn, Ashurst Morris 
Crisp: A Radical Firm (London: Granta 
Editions, 1997), p. 129.

‘Before I was … by hand to read ‘her’.’: Linda 
Humphreys Evans, quoted in First Women, 
p. 28.

‘When I joined … all men’: Hilary Jordan, 
quoted in First Women, p. 31.

‘We didn’t receive … it made me do it’: Hilary 
Jordan, quoted in First Women, p. 30.

‘At UCL at least … that I had the job’: Hilary 
Jordan, quoted in First Women, p. 31.

‘I came out of … too much notice of it’: Gail 
Owen, interview 3 February 2021.

‘I remember one … millions of dollars of 
bonds’: Gail Owen, interview 3 February 
2021.

‘When I started … taken at the end’: Elizabeth 
Morris, quoted in First Women, p. 35.

‘Australia led the … since 1977, for example’: 
Helen McKenzie, interview 15 December 
2020.

‘David Somervaille asked … later had lots of 
use’: Adrian Morris, email 3 April 2021.

‘In 1995, Lisa Chung … that’s pretty amazing’: 
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December  
2020.

‘I cannot think … succeeding in this 
profession’: Jan Sanders, quoted in 
First Women, p. 38.

‘I studied law … could ask more of you’: Susan 
Roy, quoted in First Women, pp. 36–7.

‘We couldn’t access … important in my life’: 
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December 2020.

‘When I had … to imagine now!’: Jan Sanders, 
quoted in First Women, p. 39, and 
interview 18 February 2021.

‘a massive difference’; ‘I remember being … 
put up with’: Caroline Rawes, quoted 
in First Women, p. 65.

‘When people have … that was great fun’: 
Susan Roy, interview 15 February 2021.

‘At the firm we … how we did business’: 
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December  
2020.

‘When the internet … wasn’t physically 
present’: Liz Broderick, interview 
21 December 2020.

Chapter 26: An inclusive 
culture

‘It wasn’t just … that wasn’t the case’: 
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December 2020.

‘Unless a woman … questioned for men’: 
Caroline Rawes, quoted in First Women: 
Stories of Women at Ashurst (London: 
Ashurst, 2019), p. 64.

‘A couple of … have been part of it’: Jan 
Sanders, quoted in First Women, p. 39.

‘Increasing the number … profile with clients’: 
Helen McKenzie, interview 15 December 
2020.

‘a bit of a boys’ club’; ‘You were sometimes 
… no one-size-fits-all’: Angela Pearson, 

quoted in First Women, p. 47.
‘The firm’s offices … evening Mr … Ma’am …’: 

Helen McKenzie, interview 15 December 
2020.

‘I was asked to … prowess at billiards’: 
Mary Padbury, email to the author 13 July  
2021.
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‘In many ways I … on the top floor’: Helen 
McKenzie, interview 15 December 2020.

‘I was a junior … you were silenced’: 
Liz Broderick, quoted in Jackie Frank,  

‘Frankly Speaking with Elizabeth 
Broderick’, Marie Claire, 15 August 2014. 

‘Paul Jenkins has … the workplace safe’: 
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December 2020.

‘The firm has … that are expected’: Helen 
McKenzie, interview 15 December 2020.

‘Ashurst has been … instrumental in that’: 
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December 2020.

‘Liz Broderick asked … equality there as well’: 
Paul Jenkins, interview 15 January 2021.

‘The profession has … been very supportive’: 
Karen Davies, quoted in First Women, p. 63.

‘As a Male Champion … voice within the firm’: 
Paul Jenkins interview and quoted in First 
Women, pp. 90–1.

Chapter 27: An absolute 
meritocracy

‘When I joined … I should go to’: Nigel Parr, 
interview 8 February 2021.

‘In 1986 there … also as a team’: Shemara 
Wikramanayake, interview 2 February  
2021.

‘Martin Bell always … slippery slope down’: 
Andrew Soundy, interview 10 February 
2021.

‘In about 1984 … didn’t just happen’: Peter 
Stapleton, interview, 3 December 2020.

‘The firm’s approach … take in blind 
lawyers’: David Somervaille, interview 
17 November 2020.

‘Ian would leave … partner at Pinsent Masons’: 
Roger Finbow, interview 2 February  
2021.

‘Everyone knew each … middle to upper class’: 
David Jones, interview 2 February 2021.

‘When I joined … side of the moon’: Geoffrey 
Green, interview 10 March 2021.

‘I was the partner … culturally and socially 
diverse’: Roger Finbow, interview 
2 February 2021.

‘I first knew … not had that opportunity’: 
David Jones, interview 2 February 2021.

‘By the time … comfortable coming out’: 
Gabrielle Samuels, quoted in First 
Women: Stories of Women at Ashurst 
(London: Ashurst, 2019), p. 51.

‘It’s people saying … come a long way!’: 
Gabrielle Samuels, quoted in First Women, 
p. 51.

‘By the mid-2000s … great allies to me’:  
Gabrielle Samuels, quoted in p. 51.

‘I think enormous … you get them right’: 
Mike Polson, interview 1 March 2021.

‘Talented lawyers don’t … unlikely to 
progress’: Nicole Williams, quoted in 
First Women, p. 67.

‘I think there … important or relevant’: 
Ian Scott, interview 6 April 2021.

‘My ex-boss tried … this game is different’: 
Jasmine Tiw, quoted in First Women, p. 61.

‘It was different … are the reasons why’: 
Jasmine Tiw, quoted in First Women, p. 61.

‘From the day … by so much talent’: Mark 
Vickers, interview 27 April 2021.

‘In 2021 we launched … which we operate’: 
Paul Jenkins, interview 15 January 2021.

Chapter 28: What do I do?

‘In those days … what do I do!?’’: Peter 
Johnstone, interview 17 November 2020.

‘We articled clerks … steal the stationery’: 
Edward Sparrow, interview 27 January 
2021.

‘The judgement was … transient gratitude of 
clients’: Judy Slinn, Ashurst Morris Crisp: 
A Radical Firm (London: Granta Editions, 
1997), p. 127.

‘a rather too-frequent visitor to the office’; 
‘At the height … your mum to see you!’: 
DG Barr, Travinto Performances: A History 
of Dawson Waldron, Sydney, 1891–1981 
(n.p., n.d.), p. 33.

‘Did you have anything from the minibar?’; 
‘No’: Bill Conley, interview 9 December 
2020.

‘On my first day … certainly a character’: 
Mark Elsey, interview 16 February  
2021.

‘When there was … an international firm’: 
Linda Humphreys-Evans, quoted in First 
Women: Stories of Women at Ashurst 
(London: Ashurst, 2019), p. 29.

‘as fresh as a lark’: Slinn, p. 56.
‘It was a common … that bracing air’: John 

Morris, quoted in Slinn, p. 56.
‘of wonderfully methodical habit’: ‘Sir Frank 

Crisp’, Financial Times, 1 May 1919.
‘He arrived at the … late to take dictation’: 

Slinn, p. 110.
‘From then he … dictating through the 

journey’: Slinn, p. 111.
‘a good deal of ceremony’; ‘He arrived at … 

and take him home’: Slinn, p. 146.
‘There were two … on the night mail train’: 

Slinn, p. 150.
‘In the Box … partner or manager’: Slinn,  

pp. 150–1.
‘the times of … during office hours’: Slinn,  

p. 151.
‘with a handle … arrive at the building’: Slinn, 

p. 151.
‘When I first knew … their offices on 

Saturdays’: Barr, p. 25.
‘We would write … leisurely sort of pace’: 

Geoff Applegate, interview 14 January 
2021.

‘I know from … would be back again’: 
Susan Roy, interview 15 February 2021.

‘Now things are … come into my inbox!’: 
Jan Sanders, interview 18 February 2021.

‘We used to … hilarious coloured mark-ups’: 
Sarah Sivyour, quoted in First Women, p. 55.

‘You used to … you sent it back’: Jan Sanders, 
interview 18 February 2021.

‘When I joined … remotely by e-mail’: Ian Scott, 
interview 6 April 2021.

‘Everything was slower. … long corporate 
documents’: Linda Humphreys-Evans, 
quoted in First Women, p. 29.

‘We had a pretty … his farming partnership’: 
Edward Sparrow, interview 27 January 
2021.

‘There was an … gnomes for his garden’: 
James Levy, interview 2 March 2021.

‘For the last eight … appreciate the diversity’: 
Dennis Scott, interview 9 December 2020.

‘I remain a … allowed to specialise’: Gail Owen, 
interview 3 February 2021.

‘Bob Somervaille asked … mining company 
work’: John Odbert, unpublished work 
on the history of Blake Dawson Waldron, 
Centre for Community History, University 
of New South Wales, 1997.

‘Practice has become … probably a good 
thing’: Wen-Ts’ai Lim, interview 
17 February 2021.

‘John May went … have you been doing!?’: 
Andrew Soundy, interview 10 February 
2021.

‘When I was two … my head above water!’: 
Mark Elsey, interview 16 February 2021.

‘When I joined, … the practice from there’: 
Nigel Parr, interview 8 February 2021.

‘In those days … next twenty or thirty years’: 
Peter Johnstone, interview 17 November 
2020.

‘After the 1991 recession … by Paul 
Vane-Tempest’: Bill Conley, interview 
9 December 2020.

Chapter 29: A truly  
modern solicitor

‘Soft collars, brown … suits and bowler hats’: 
Judy Slinn, Ashurst Morris Crisp: A Radical 
Firm (London: Granta Editions, 1997), p. 124.

‘in a suit not … or grey hue’; ‘QC: Do you 
remember … truly modern solicitor’: 
Slinn, p. 202.

‘As a trainee … No one ever stopped me!’: 
Edward Sparrow, email to the author 
16 April 2021.

‘Jason Radford went … wearing these shirts’: 
Lee McDonald, interview 8 April 2021.

‘The culture [of the City] was … refused to do 
so’: David Kynaston, The City of London: 
A Club No More 1945–2000, vol. IV 
(London: Pimlico, 2002), p. 147.

‘I stayed in a … and happily discarded it’: 
Richard James, quoted in Slinn, pp. 170–2.
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‘My visits to … got the secret!’: Linda 
Humphreys-Evans, quoted in First 
Women: Stories of Women at Ashurst 
(London: Ashurst, 2019), p. 29.

‘I remember he … to command attention’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March  
2021.

‘We had a very … “Eighty a day,” he answered’: 
Ian Scott, interview 6 April 2021.

‘As a child of … dreamt of wearing trousers’: 
Linda Humphreys-Evans, quoted in 
First Women, p. 29.

‘When I joined … different blouses to disguise 
my lack of clothes’: Hilary Jordan, quoted 
in First Women, p. 31.

‘Until the 1990s, … later in the 1990s’: 
Edward Sparrow, interview 27 January 
2021 and email to the author.

‘Women didn’t wear … compliments 
I received!’: Susan Roy, quoted in 
First Women, p. 37.

‘One of the … conservative for a while’: 
Susan Roy, interview 15 February 2021.

‘When I was … come as a profession’: Karen 
Davies, quoted in First Women, p. 63.

‘I remember being … dress code was 
‘No spandex’’: Sarah Sivyour, quoted in 
First Women, p. 55.

‘When I joined … among the partners’: 
Ian Scott, interview 6 April 2021.

‘Towards the end … dressing down too far’: 
David Macfarlane, interview 3 March  
2021.

Chapter 30: A marvellous 
banquet with haggis

‘A dinner was … season was provided’; 
‘delicious and substantial viands’; ‘to 
which every justice was rendered’: Port 
Phillip Gazette and Settler’s Journal, 
1 December 1847, p. 2.

‘While discussing the … her Majesty or 
Bacchus’: Port Phillip Gazette and Settler’s 
Journal, 1 December 1847, p. 2.

‘The Bench and the Bar’; ‘was confident that … 
establishment in the colonies’: Port Phillip 
Gazette and Settler’s Journal, 1 December 
1847, p. 2.

‘anything we have … or mother country’: 
The Argus, 3 December 1847, p. 2.

‘with a good Scot … James Hunter Ross’: 
The Argus, 4 September 1909, p. 7.

‘In those pre-goldfields … into building sites’: 
Sydney Morning Herald, 15 May 1909, p. 5.

‘night shelters for the destitute’: The Age, 
24 June 1892, p. 6.

‘A law firm … charity and the arts’: Peter 
Johnstone, interview 17 November 2020.

‘For the professor … service for refugees’: 
Graham Bradley, interview 22 December 
2020.

‘I was awarded … to the community’: Ivan 
Cribb, unpublished work on the history 
of Blake Dawson Waldron, Centre 
for Community History, University 
of New South Wales, 1997.

‘in spite of … and threatening clouds’; ‘The 
houseboats were … all the houseboats’: 
Sydney Morning Herald, 29 October 1904, 
p. 9.

‘Huge bowls of … further colour and gaiety’; 
‘a full-skirted frock … with gold sequins’: 
The Argus, 16 July 1938, p. 18.

‘At a special … excellence of its concerts’: 
Judy Slinn, Ashurst Morris Crisp: A Radical 
Firm (London: Granta Editions, 1997), 
pp. 129–30.

‘presided over by the father of the groom’: 
Slinn, p. 90.

‘led by the … ended with Auld Lang Syne’: 
Slinn, p. 91.

‘a select number … politics and literature’; 
‘Afterwards the visitors … the Carpenters’ 
Society’: Slinn, pp. 91, 94.

‘Everybody was there … much speech-
making’: Slinn, p. 94.

‘mementoes of the … Sir James Stansfeld’: 
Slinn, p. 122.

‘More than 50 … abilities and achievements’: 
Slinn, p. 122.

‘But sir, don’t those lawyers drink’: Edward 
Sparrow, email to the author 16 April 2021.

‘hard and dangerous ground’: The Herald, 
16 November 1922, p. 6.

‘unless Mr John Crisp was staying late’:  
Slinn, p. 153.

‘a passionate love of the Sport of Kings’:  
Slinn, p. 173.

‘well known for … “a strong evening”’:  
Slinn, p. 168.

‘At lunchtime the … and starch them!’: Jan 
Sanders, quoted in First Women: Stories 
of Women at Ashurst (London: Ashurst, 
2019), p. 39.

‘Annie was brilliant … in December 1989’: 
Jan Sanders, interview 18 February 2021.

‘Some Sydney partners … plenty of others’: 
John Field, interview 14 December 2020.

‘People were thinking … a bit of chance here”’: 
Damian Huggett, interview 24 April 2021.

‘I was there … It was just fantastic’: Damian 
Huggett, interview 24 April 2021.

‘City Solicitor!’; ‘The Buick surged … in the 
office working’’’: DG Barr, Travinto 
Performances: A History of Dawson 
Waldron, Sydney, 1891–1981 (n.p., n.d.),  
p. 25.

‘going out frequently … sorts of odd hours’: 
Barr, p. 27.

‘meticulous in his … particular as he was’: 
Barr, p. 38.

‘a man born rather too late for his own era’: 
Barr, p. 39.

‘One of the regular … party in the home’:  
Barr, p. 37.

‘A very fond … It was great fun’: Angela 
Pearson, quoted in First Women, p. 47.

‘I was in the winning team … a young 
woman!’: Edward Sparrow email to 
the author.

‘One of my … That felt great!’: Ruth Harris, 
quoted in First Women, p. 49.

Part VI: Running a law firm

Chapter 31: Attics and 
basements

‘Candles no longer … the benefit of it’: Judy 
Slinn, Ashurst Morris Crisp: A Radical Firm 
(London: Granta Editions, 1997), p. 35.

‘so that in … had been in 1862’: Slinn, p. 60.
‘a rabbit warren of rooms at different levels’: 

BD Jackson, quoted in Slinn, pp. 60–1.
‘By 1888 the firm … developed in Throgmorton 

Avenue’: Slinn, pp. 89–90.
‘magnificent staircases’; ‘lofty and well-lit 

rooms’: Slinn, p. 94.
‘the protection of scrip, valuables and 

documents’: Slinn, p. 91.
‘new linoleum throughout … and restoring 

furniture’: Slinn, p. 111.
‘no doubt the … built in 1889–90’: Slinn, p. 172.
‘hiccups’: Martin Bell, quoted in Slinn, p. 172.
‘Fortunately, the stockbrokers … was also 

installed’: Slinn, p. 172.
‘When I joined … switchboard were located’: 

Edward Sparrow, interview 27 January 2021.
‘The twenty-six rooms … laid over the joists’: 

unpublished work on the history of Blake 
Dawson Waldron, Centre for Community 
History, University of New South Wales, 
1997.

‘[One of] my duties was … caretaker of the 
building’: John Graham, quoted in DG 
Barr, Travinto Performances: A History 
of Dawson Waldron, Sydney, 1891–1981 
(n.p., n.d.), p. 76.

‘last word in Sydney office prestige’: Barr, p. 29.
‘The new premises … by JB Were & Son’: John 

Graham, quoted in Barr, p. 77.
‘In terms of … from our desks’: Hugh Keller, 

interview 2 December 2020.
‘We’d do a … bore the consequences’: Dennis 

Scott, interview 9 December 2020.
‘There were cubicles … which I was one’: 

Hugh Keller, interview 2 December 2020.
‘And the second … day at the firm’: Peter 

Johnstone, interview 17 November 2020.
‘to remind us what it was like’: Dennis Scott, 

unpublished work on the history of Blake 
Dawson Waldron, Centre for Community 
History, University of New South Wales, 
1997.

‘We got the … still with the firm’: Russell Scott, 
unpublished work on the history of Blake 
Dawson Waldron, Centre for Community 
History, University of New South Wales, 
1997.
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‘extensive and well selected’: The Age, 
30 August 1862, p. 2.

‘Charlie Abbott played … of the senior partners’: 
John Field, interview 14 December 2020.

‘When I joined … It was very dank’: Geoff Hone, 
interview 4 February 2021.

‘Another articled clerk … we said in our room’: 
Geoff Hone, speech at retirement as 
partner dinner, Melbourne Club, 5 June 
2012.

‘where the brass … for many years’; ‘When 
one enters … from the east side’: WA Dove, 

‘The end of an era & the beginning of a 
new’, FAMAC Newsletter, 7, January 1973.

‘Perhaps by fate … where they commenced’: 
Dove, ‘The end of an era & the beginning 
of a new’.

‘I joined in … rather dingey office’: Mark Elsey, 
interview 16 February 2021.

‘We had rather … quite extraordinary really’: 
Elizabeth Morris, interview 19 April 2021.

‘provides quite a … a half-opened book’: 
HRH the Prince of Wales, A Vision of 
Britain: A Personal View of Architecture 
(London: Doubleday 1989), p. 120.

‘The magazine Concrete … record pour of 
concrete!’: Edward Sparrow, email to 
the author 16 April 2021.

‘Broadwalk House had … our colleagues or 
whatever’: Elizabeth Morris, interview 
19 April 2021.

‘the worst street in London’: see, for example, 
‘The worst street in London’, Daily Mail, 
16 July 1901: https://www.casebook.org/
victorian_london/the-worst-street-in-
london.html.

‘We’ve had to …match at the moment’: 
Jan Sanders, interview 18 February 2021.

‘The most respected … his work to them’: 
Maria José Menndez, interview 
23 February 2021.

Chapter 32: Sneeze

‘We were known … we were “AMC”’: Susan 
Roy, interview 15 February 2021.

‘was academic rather … number plate … with 
affection’: Judy Slinn, Ashurst Morris Crisp: 
A Radical Firm (London: Granta Editions, 
1997), p. 165.

‘Back in the … “Ashurst”, “Morris” and “Crisp”’: 
Jan Sanders, interview 18 February 2021.

‘One of the … after I joined!’: Susan Roy, 
interview 15 February 2021.

‘Bluebloods of the … the Benetton treatment’: 
The Telegraph, 2 April 2004. 

‘The whole of … launched to us’: Simon 
Bromwich, interview 17 February 2021.

‘Everybody called us … rather than Ashursts’: 
Simon Bromwich, interview 17 February 
2021.

‘People had to … at the end’: Susan Roy, 
interview 15 February 2021.

‘Marina chose a … delivered to Paris!’: Simon 
Bromwich, interview 17 February 2021.

‘The woman who … like a paint chart’: Jan 
Sanders, interview 18 February 2021.

‘The United Colours … people talked about it’: 
Helen Burton, interview 16 February 2021.

‘Everyone always moaned … to pronounce 
there’: Jan Sanders, interview 18 February 
2021.

‘Marina’s plan for … closer than “ash-oorst”’: 
Edward Sparrow, interview 27 January 
2021.

‘In Germany you … said “That’s crispy!”: 
Tobias Krug, interview 17 February 2021.

‘When we started … a bit for clients’: Cristina 
Calvo, interview 23 February 2021.

‘A number of … thing about Ashurst’: Yann Alix, 
interview 1 March 2021.

‘The old name … called it “Dawson Waldron”’: 
Bob Stephens, unpublished work on the 
history of Blake Dawson Waldron, Centre 
for Community History, University of 
New South Wales, 1997.

‘I still remember … moving to “Blake Dawson”’: 
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December 2020.

‘I became team … you think you are?’: Mark 
Stanbridge, interview 16 February 2021.

‘We all have … misunderstand each other’: 
Cristina Calvo, interview 23 February 2021.

‘I think a classic … what we’re used to’: 
Tobias Krug, interview 17 February 2021.

‘Continental Europeans, and … feisty in 
England’: Cristina Calvo, interview 
23 February 2021.

‘English partners used … saying things 
emphatically’: Maria José Menéndez, 
interview 23 February 2021.

‘They’d ask us … We’re fine”’: Cristina Calvo, 
interview 23 February 2021.

‘We had a … be blunt and direct’: Susan Roy, 
interview 15 February 2021.

‘One of the … totally different angles’: 
Geoffrey Picton-Turbervill, interview 
30 March 2021.

‘John Green had … on the nameplate’: 
Shemara Wikramanayake, interview 
2 February 2021.

‘For those of … sort of alien qualities’: 
Mary Padbury, speech given at the 
Melbourne Club, 5 June 2012.

‘Everyone at Ashurst … their three initials’: 
Susan Roy, interview 15 February 2021.

‘There was also … that confused everybody!’: 
Roger Finbow, interview 2 February 2021.

‘I arrived in August … apologised for that on 
day one’: Mark Speakman, interview 
1 April 2021.

‘I was 25. We still refer to ourselves 
accordingly’: Adrian Morris, email to the 
author 15 June 2021.

‘Yes, you can … “from 24 to 42, cc 36”’: David 
Somervaille, interview 17 November 2020.

‘26 has been … Law Council of Australia’: 
Minutes of General Committee Meeting, 
Level 21 conference room, Monday 
13 January 1986.

Chapter 33: Technology

‘New discoveries … happiness resulting to 
man’: WH Ashurst, Facts and Reasons 
in Support of Mr Rowland Hill’s Plan for 
a Universal Penny Post (London: Henry 
Hooper, 1838), p. 129.

‘to converse with … inside the hat’: Peter 
Young, Person to Person: The International 
Impact of the Telephone (London: Granta 
Editions 1991), p. 2.

‘All incoming and … meetings and interviews’: 
Judy Slinn, Ashurst Morris Crisp: A Radical 
Firm (London: Granta Editions, 1997), p. 151.

‘comprised a wax … for future use’: John 
Graham, quoted in DG Barr, Travinto 
Performances: A History of Dawson 
Waldron, Sydney, 1891–1981 (n.p., n.d.), p. 77.

‘very cumbrous typewriters’; ‘calligraphic 
writing machines’: Slinn, p. 129.

‘the ancient manual … the machine age’; 
‘unfailingly accurate, and very fast’:  
Slinn, p. 169.

‘At that time … I can’t go with this!”’: 
Wen-Ts’ai Lim, interview 17 February 2021.

‘When you typed … do anything like that’: 
Jan Kellord, unpublished work on the 
history of Blake Dawson Waldron, Centre 
for Community History, University of 
New South Wales, 1997.

‘When I worked … refused to do that’: 
Jan Sanders, interview 18 February 2021.

‘One of the … which was not good’: Ian Scott, 
interview 6 April 2021.

‘When I joined … type it from scratch’: 
Edward Sparrow, interview 27 January 
2021.

‘When I started … it was all very difficult’: 
Gail Owen, interview 3 February 2021.

‘Not all the … it was finally exhausted’: 
Jim Armitage, unpublished work on the 
history of Blake Dawson Waldron, Centre 
for Community History, University of 
New South Wales, 1997.

‘I got a funny … there was back then’: 
Gail Owen, interview 3 February 2021.

 ‘We had telephone … our secretary’s desk’: 
Geoff Hone, interview 4 February 2021.

‘After a few … Freehill, Hollingdale & Page’: 
Jim Armitage, unpublished work.

‘Telexes were terrible. … were so much better’: 
Gail Owen, interview 3 February 2021.

‘There are amusing … all over the room’: 
Susan Roy, interview 15 February 2021.

‘The fax machine … nothing on it anymore’: 
Jan Sanders, interview 18 February  
2021.

‘When I first … copy number three …’: 
Jim Armitage, unpublished work.

‘When I started, … old Gestetner machine’: 
Peter Johnstone, interview 17 November 
2020.

‘The introduction of … you see now’: Peter 
Johnstone, interview 17 November 2020.
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‘Now you have … folded in half’: Jan Kellord, 
unpublished work.

‘If you had to … them to the courier’: Susan Roy, 
interview 15 February 2021.

‘We first got computers … what to do with it’: 
Gail Owen, interview 3 February 2021.

‘When I joined … controlled by the keyboard’: 
Jan Sanders, interview 18 February 2021.

‘When I started … there was resistance’: 
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December 2020.

‘When we got … on my BlackBerry’: 
Jan Sanders, interview 18 February 2021.

‘I still remember … was the ant’s pants’: 
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December  
2020.

‘a carbon filament … was passed through 
it’: Leslie Hannah, Electricity Before 
Nationalisation: A Study of the 
Development of the Electricity Supply 
Industry in Britain to 1948 (London & 
Basingstoke: Macmillan Press, 1979),  
p. 4.

‘electric cooking and warming appliances’: 
Slinn, 74.

‘something of an amateur investor’: Slinn, 
p. 124.

‘In 1908 I opposed … without purchasing all’: 
William Morris, quoted in Slinn, pp. 120–1.

‘I’m doing a merger … software technology 
products’: Nigel Parr, interview 8 February 
2021.

‘I am able to ... was really interesting’: 
Karen Davies, quoted in First Women: 
Stories of Women at Ashurst (London: 
Ashurst, 2019), p. 63.

‘Google is one of … Nick Elverston and 
others’: Maria José Menéndez, interview 
23 February 2021.

‘The firm acted … smartphones during 
that period’: Wen-Ts’ai Lim, interview 
17 February 2021.

Chapter 34: Pro bono

‘None were so … to country or clime’: ‘The 
Late “Edward Search”’: London Reasoner, 
11 November 1855, quoted in The 
Liberator, 18 January 1856, p. 2; http://
fair-use.org/the-liberator/1856/01/18/
the-liberator-26-03.pdf.

‘went promptly to … were involved in the 
issue’: Rowland Hill & G Birkbeck Hill, 
The Life of Sir Rowland Hill and the History 
of Penny Postage, vol. II (London: Thos De 
La Rue & Co., 1880), p. 295.

‘Aboriginal people would … arresting 
Aboriginal people’: Peter Stapleton, 
interview 3 December 2020.

‘Dawson Waldron people … thirty lawyers 
in total’: Peter Stapleton, interview 
3 December 2020.

‘I assisted the … neckties and all that’: Peter 
Stapleton, interview 3 December 2020.

‘Peter Stapleton was … for Indigenous 
communities’: Shemara Wikramanayake, 
interview 2 February 2021.

‘In the early … competition, in pro bono’: Peter 
Stapleton, interview 3 December 2020.

‘When you have … it was just the best’: Peter 
Stapleton, interview 3 December 2020.

‘A bunch of us … to do pro bono’: John Green, 
interview 15 March 2021.

‘In 1978 I was … they were released’: 
John Green, interview 15 March 2021.

‘This was a real ethic or value for the firm’: 
Graham Bradley, interview 22 December 
2020.

‘I wanted to bring … a pro bono scheme’: 
Peter Stapleton, interview 3 December 
2020.

‘We interviewed for … anywhere in the world’: 
Peter Stapleton, interview 3 December 
2020.

‘When Anne arrived … within the community’: 
Peter Stapleton, interview 3 December 
2020.

‘We changed our … with their billed time’: 
Peter Stapleton, interview 3 December 
2020.

‘Pro bono is not … us in pro bono work’: Peter 
Stapleton, interview 3 December 2020.

‘England had a … did do pro bono’: Peter 
Stapleton, interview 3 December 2020.

‘We don’t have … system in Spain’: Cristina 
Calvo, interview 23 February 2021.

‘If you can’t pay … do it very broadly’: Maria 
José Menéndez, interview 23 February 
2021.

‘Pro bono was such … up by a partner’: Sarah 
Morton-Ramwell, interview 8 December 
2020.

‘There was a … program alongside that’: 
Ben Tidswell, email to the author 9 April 
2021.

‘The Ashurst pro bono … criminal justice 
system’: ‘UK Pro Bono Rankings 2020: 
Top firms ramp up their hours’, Legal 
Week, 5 November 2020.

‘We’re doing big-picture … helping the 
individual’: Peter Stapleton, interview 
3 December 2020.

‘Paul Jenkins has been … thrive at the firm’: 
Sarah Morton-Ramwell, interview 
8 December 2020.

‘The objective was … in the Ashurst network’: 
Claire Fourel & Alicia Well, ‘A founder’s 
firm: Gender rights, pro bono and the 
radical legacy of William Ashurst’, in First 
Women: Stories of Women at Ashurst 
(London: Ashurst, 2019), p. 89.

‘Our progressive culture … William 200 years 
ago’: Sarah Morton-Ramwell, email to 
the author 27 May 2021.

‘It’s no longer … board advisory business’: 
Sarah Morton-Ramwell, interview 
8 December 2020.

‘The Australian-based … significance of the 
subject’: Ben Tidswell, email to the author 
9 April 2021.

Chapter 35: Leadership

In a partnership … structure of a corporate’: 
Andrew Soundy, interview 10 February 2021.

‘The partnership form … much greater 
equality’: Peter Stapleton, interview 
3 December 2020.

‘When you look … certain sort of skill’: Richard 
Bunting, interview 7 December 2020.

‘My predecessor as … had to take it on’: 
Andrew Soundy, interview 10 February 
2021.

‘I think the starting … was no alternative’: 
Roger Finbow, interview 2 February 2021.

‘People started to … on my every word’: 
Andrew Soundy, interview 10 February 
2021.

‘We were a firm … No, they objected’: Andrew 
Soundy, interview 10 February 2021.

‘When the firm … office-manager-type 
person’: Tony McIntyre, unpublished 
work on the history of Blake Dawson 
Waldron, Centre for Community History, 
University of New South Wales, 1997.

‘RA Stephens recalled … Nicholls’ old office’: 
Bob Stephens, unpublished work on the 
history of Blake Dawson Waldron, Centre 
for Community History, University of 
New South Wales, 1997.

‘The idea of simply … has become elective’: 
Bob Stephens, unpublished work.

‘It was in those … it through survival’: 
Bob Stephens, unpublished work.

‘consensus system’: Bob Stephens, 
unpublished work.

‘the maximum degree of harmony and 
cohesion’; ‘composed of … independently 
minded people’: Bob Stephens, 
unpublished work.

‘a very strong … half as good as him’: Hugh 
Keller, unpublished work on the history 
of Blake Dawson Waldron, Centre 
for Community History, University 
of New South Wales, 1997.

‘enormous patience’; ‘an absolute soul of 
discretion’; ‘Some of the … of the major 
newspapers’: Hugh Keller, interview 
2 December 2020.

‘Bob Stephens was … or been able to do it’: 
Richard Bunting, interview 7 December 
2020.

‘In 1976, shortly … appointed CEO of BHP’: 
Hugh Keller, interview 2 December 2020.

‘In [the 1970s], the partners … through 
committees of partners’: David 
Somervaille, unpublished work on 
the history of Blake Dawson Waldron, 
Centre for Community History, 
University of New South Wales, 1997.

‘fully governed firm’: Bob Stephens, 
unpublished work.

‘The senior partners … went through until 
1988’: David Somervaille, unpublished 
work.
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‘More than any … should not be 
underestimated’: Helen McKenzie, 
interview 15 December 2020.

‘There has been … notwithstanding the 
pandemic’: Simon Bromwich, email 
to the author 30 June 2021.

‘My experience was … remain) so passionate’: 
Simon Bromwich, email to the author 
30 June 2021.

‘I think this question … we needed to grow’: 
Ben Tidswell, interview 15 March 2021.

‘I think we’re still … in the last few years’: 
Ben Tidswell, interview 15 March 2021.

Part VII: Ashurst now 
and in the future

Chapter 36: The firm today

‘The firm in 1987 … who could help’: 
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December 2020.

‘I had done a … and was successful’: 
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December 2020.

‘I always found funny … Legal Technology 
group’: Liz Broderick, interview 
21 December 2020.

‘“BDW Technology”, it … those exciting 
things’: Mark Stanbridge, interview 
16 February 2021.

‘When we started to … your environmental 
obligations’: Liz Broderick, interview 
21 December 2020.

‘Mega pieces of litigation … took a whole 
team’: Liz Broderick, interview 
21 December 2020.

‘Including Liz Broderick … all over the world’: 
Peter Voss, interview 16 February 2021.

‘Nick Carson was … working with that’: 
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December 2020.

‘I remember I got … of the welcome party’: 
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December 2020.

‘The firm was starting … came along after that’:  
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December 2020.

‘Dawson Waldron was … from an online 
system’: Liz Broderick, interview 
21 December 2020.

‘Gerard Neiditsch was the … often scheme 
together, Liz Broderick, email to the 
author 1 July 2021.

‘One thing I learnt … was incredibly visionary’: 
Liz Broderick, interview 21 December 2020.

‘The importance of our … together as a firm’: 
Sarah Morton-Ramwell, email to the 
author 27 May 2021.

‘To leverage the … racial equity in the 
law’: Law Firm Antiracism Alliance 
Charter; available at https://www.
lawfirmantiracismalliance.org/
lfaacharter/Home. 

‘The years 2020 and … changing societal 
expectations’: Sarah Morton-Ramwell, 
email to the author 27 May 2021.

‘I would say our … make good on that’: 
Ben Tidswell, email to the author  
21 June 2021.

‘Ciara was murdered … recognition of Ciara’: 
Peter Voss, interview 16 February 2021.

‘The single profit … been a big fan of that’: 
Mark Elsey, interview 16 February 2021.

‘We took a somewhat … and executive teams’: 
Ben Tidswell email to the author 21 June 
2021.

‘One of the key … after nearly thirty years’: 
David Jones, interview 2 February 2021.

‘When I first joined … talk about it enough’: 
Helen Burton, interview 16 February 2021.

‘Ashurst Advance is … that are truly disruptive’: 
Mike Polson, interview 1 March 2021.

‘What was a very … make change happen’: 
Mike Polson, interview 1 March 2021.

‘As of 2021, … if anything, accelerated’: 
Mike Polson, interview 1 March 2021.

‘In Tokyo and … has worked very well’: 
Geoffrey Picton-Turbervill, interview 
30 March 2021.

‘We have a … We just have to’: Mark 
Stanbridge, interview 16 February 2021.

‘I was appointed as … this fast growing region’:  
Jini Lee, email to the author 9 July 2021.

‘The driver of the … a three-year period’: Paul 
Jenkins, interview 15 January 2021.

‘For traditional law … talking to clients about’: 
Jamie Ng, email to the author 23 July 2021.

‘We were dealing with … tough market 
conditions’: Christina Calvo, email to the 
author 1 July 2021.

‘Being on the board … proper credit for that’: 
Christina Calvo, email to the author 1 July 
2021.

‘The Ashurst of 2022 … challenges into 
opportunities’: Simon Bromwich, 
email to the author 30 June 2021.

‘I feel very proud … the extraordinary, 
together’: Sarah Sivyour, email to the 
author 20 July 2021.

Chapter 37: The essence  
of Ashurst

‘With the merger … sum of our parts’: Sarah 
Morton-Ramwell, email to the author 
27 May 2021.

‘When I joined … for the years to come!’: 
Yann Alix, interview 1 March 2021.

‘In our recent work … ethos and view of life’: 
Mike Polson, interview 1 March 2021.

‘I think being entrepreneurial … plus one 
equals three”’: Helen Burton, interview 
16 February 2021.

‘A client who had … together like a jigsaw’: 
David Jones, interview 2 February 2021.

‘In the 1970s and … running through 
the practices’: Peter Voss, interview 
16 February 2021.

‘When you think … where we are today’: 
Roger Finbow, interview 2 February 2021.

‘Creating a culture of … making this work’: 
Mark Elsey, interview 16 February 2021.

‘The fusion with … been phenomenally 
successful’: Mark Vickers, interview 
27 April 2021.

‘People like Paul … pretty well achieve 
anything’: Simon Bromwich, interview 
17 February 2021.

‘The merged firm … extraordinary 
international growth’: Charlie Geffen, 
interview 1 February 2021.

‘extraordinary culture of family’: 
Andrew Soundy, interview 10 February 
2021.

‘Ashurst is a … very, very quickly’: David Jones, 
interview 2 February 2021.

‘We loved the … really loved the firm’: 
Peter Johnstone, interview 17 November 
2020.

‘I have spent forty-five… but appreciative 
clients’: Edward Sparrow, email 6 July 
2021.

‘As a partner … goal for a lateral!’: Yann Alix, 
interview 1 March 2021.

‘Ashurst felt like … what I had been told’: 
Sarah Morton-Ramwell, interview 
8 December 2020.

‘From when I … and Asian partners’: David 
Jones, interview 2 February 2021.

‘I still remember … You can’t leave the firm”’: 
Liz Broderick, email to the author 1 July 
2021.

‘Ashurst has always … that sits behind it’: 
Jan Sanders, interview 18 February 2021.

‘Ultimately, people come … a knot all 
the time’: Wen-Ts’ai Lim, interview 
17 February 2021.

‘The collaborative culture … but it’s very 
special’: Jason Radford, interview 
10 March 2021.

‘The ideal corporate … on points of legal 
order’: Geoffrey Green, quoted in 
Sally Chatterton, ‘Who’s the top dog 
in ... corporate law?’, The Independent, 
22 October 2011. 

‘What does it … client, we are BFFs!’: Navdeep 
Benning, interview 2 March 2021.

‘One was lucky … and the strategic thinking’: 
Geoffrey Green, interview 10 March 2021.

‘We were very … directors running it’: 
Andrew Soundy, interview 10 February 
2021.

‘What we do … we plan and we talk’: 
Mark Stanbridge, interview 16 February 
2021.

‘When I arrived at … compared to other firms’: 
Helen Burton, interview 16 February 2021.

‘our radical founder’: Andrew Soundy, 
interview 10 February 2021.

‘It’s not about … and pro-social way’: Peter 
Stapleton, interview 3 December 2020.

‘When I was … state that truthfully’: Peter 
Stapleton, interview 3 December  
2020.
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